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CHAPTER I

THE FRONT OFFICE

The year 1954 was a year like other years. It did mark the pas-
sage of a decade since the report of a survey of the Library, under
the sponsorship of the American Library Association, was issued. An
account of the progress during this period is to be found in two ar-
ticles which appeared in the gylJteVn s£. +-he Medical Library Associa-
licja for October 1954.* The major events of 1954 are outlined in the
report.

ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION

Two major reorganization moves ware executed after careful study
and consideration. The first involved the Photoduplicatlon Section,
which, after having been a part of the Reference Division since 1949,
was transferred to the Administrative Division, effective 19 July 1954*
The primary reason for the change was the close fiscal relationship
photoduplieation hao with the Administrative Division.

The second move Involved the dissolution of two old divisions and
their coalescing into one new division; the action became effective
at the close of business 31 December. At that time the Current List
Division was renamed the Index Division, and the Index-Catalogue Divi-
sion was abolished as such to become a section of the new Index Divi-
sion. The new division will now embrace all of the work formerly
done by the two old divisions, now administratively brought together
undar one chief. The personnel of both divisions were transferred to
the new Index Division.

ADVISORY GROUP

The Armed Forces Medical Library Advisory Group met twice during
the calendar year.

*Brodraui7, E., McicDonald, R. M., and Rogers, F. B.
T3& NdtioraJL Medical Library; the Sjjryev, and Ten Years'
Bun. M. Libr. Ass. 42:439̂ 46 (Got. 1954).

lazerow, S. TJje. National Medical Library: Acquisition Program.
Bun. M. Libr. Ass. 42:447-53 (Oct. 1954).



Tf_ ?-9_J_anmry_\95..1. The nri,1or concern of the Adviaory
Group"at"this meeting was further consideration of the Current L̂ ŝ
crisis, with debate on various alternative partial solutions. The
quastion of legislation for the Library was also discussed. Plans
for the new building were reviewed.

Meeting of 1 October 195A. The terns of office of Dr. Basil 0.
Bibby, Dr. Richard H. Shryock, and Captain Wilbur E. Kellum, USN,
having expired in June, three new members were appointed. They are:
Dr. Saul Jaroho, of New York Cityj Dr. Robert M. Stephen, of the Na-
tional Institutes of Health; and Captain William L. Engelnan, USN.

The Group reviewed a detailed statistical summary of the work of
the Library during fiscal year 1954, and considered the budgets for
fiscal years 1955 and 1956. Other major items discussed were status
of the new building, certain major personnel changes, and the interest
in the Library of the Hoover Commission's Medical Services Task Force.

INDEXING PROJECT

The Medical Indexing Project sponsored by the Armed Forces Medi-
cal Library and conducted by Dr. Sanford V. Larkoy at the Welch Medi-
cal Library of Johns Hopkins University came to a close on.30 Septem-
ber 1953. In June 1954 the first installment of the Project's final
report was received at the Library. It is entitled "Survey of World
Medical Serials and Coverage by Indexing and Abstracting Services",
and consists of more than 100 pages of narrative and tabular data,
and voluminous appendices.• The report was thoroughly reviewed at the
Library, and certain duplications for the Current Idat were followed
up.

FRIENDS

The third annual dinner meeting of the Friends of the Armed For-
ces Medical Library was held at the Cosmos Club in Washington on 14
June 1954> with 150 persons in attendance. Dr. Henry R. Viets, Chair-
man, presided. The following officers were elected for two-year ternsJ

Chairman - Dr. Benjamin Spector, Boston
Secretary-Treasurer - Mrs. Breed Robinson, Baltimore
Executive Committee - Professor Tom Jones, Chicago
Members - Dr. Sanford V. Larkey, Baltimore

Dr. William Javoca Wilson, retiring Chief of AFKL's History of Medi-
cine Division, gave the principal address of the evening on "The Na-
ture and Value of Scientific History".

LEGISLATION

The draft legislation intended to establish the Library on a firm
statutory basis, approved by the AFML Advisory Gr-up in October 1952,
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and thereafter prosecuted through various echelons of the Department
of Defense, was abandoned in February 1954, at the highest levels of
the Department of Defense.

CURRENT LIST APPROVAL

The successful solution of last year's Current I£g£ crisis is re-
ported in Chapter VI.

NEW BUILDING

The U. S. Navy's Bureau of Yards and Docks completed advanced
schematic planning for the new building; the estimated cost of con-
struction is $6,369,000. Attempts to include authorization for the
full amount in the fiscal year 1956budget failed, but as the year
closed it seemed likely that an appropriation for 0350,000 (which will
cover the cost of architectural and engineering services) would be in-
corporated in the fiscal year 1956budget. Dr. Worth B. Daniels,
President of the Society of Medical Consultants to the Armed Forces,
along with a i«""»n group of physicians representing some of the major
professional associations, has been active in pressing for oonstraction
of the new building.

Commander Oley has continued the development of detailed plans,
and we have been fortunate to secure the consultation of Mr. Keyes
Metcalf, Librarian of Harvard University, in this matter.

MOVING DAY AHEAD

As the year began, we were confident that in August the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology would move to its new building at the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, thus leaving to the Library the en-
tire building Jointly occupied by these two institutions for. so many
years. Unfortunately that moving date, like others before and subse-
quently established, came and went and the AFIP is still with us. We
now have again what purports to be a definite date on which the AFIP
will begin moving out,15 January 1955* If this schedule in followed
the building should be vacated for our occupancy by the middle ofFeb-
ruary.

Planning for AFML's move necessitated cooperation from the Gener-
al Services Administration, which assumed the responsibility of lott-
ing the contracts for the new book stacks to be eroccod in the west
wing basement and first floor. Thsee netf stacks will give the main
building an estimated additional book capacity of about 210,000.vol-
umes. In removing our books from the temporary structures across the
street, a great portion of this will be consumed, leaving a relatively
small net gain for future growth.

Although some work has already been done, a considerable amount
remains to be accomplished before we can make full use of the space
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vhioh we will Inherit, including such things aa removing certain par-
titions and erecting others, replacing doors, building shelving in
work rooms and offices, installing new lighting fixtures and painting
where needed, and necessary plumbing and electrical wiring changes.
The move itself will involve people, furniture, and bocks (some
110,000 volumes in Escanaba Hall) from the temporary buildings across
the street, and binding equipment and books (some 25,000 volumeo),
from the History of Medicine Division in Cleveland, Ohio.

We look forward to having our old-new home shipshape, with all
of the Library (except HMD) under one roof, by next fall.

STATISTICAL SURVEY OF COLLECTIONS

Because of the lack of uniform statistics on the collections dur-
ing past years it has been Impossible to speak with assurance on the
size of the overall book holdings of the AFML or of any particular
portion of the collection. The increasing suspicion about the ade-
quacy of the estimates that have been made over the years resulted in
further estimates; these have ranged upward and downward and have
been tinged with doubt and embarrassment.

In 1953 a staff Committee on Statistics of the Library's Collec-
tions was appointed to study the problem and submit recommendations
for a practical plan of establishing such statistics on a sound banis,
and of maintaining them. This year, on the basis of the Committee's
recommendations, teams were organized and the actual counting of the
various types of materials was done in May and June. The figures for
the respective collections were published in the August issua of the
Armed Forces Medical Library News and are reprinted as Appendix XI of
this report. We are convinced that the totals given are very close to
the right order of magnitude; a reporting procedure has been estab-
lished to keep them up to date.

DOCUMENTARY 1EDICAL FILM COLLECTION

For over a year the AFML has been making intensive efforts to es-
tablish at the Library a national repository collection of medical mo-
tion pictures. In September 1954, Miss Muriel Wains was placed on
full-time detail to the Office of the Director as Film Curator, and
at the same time she was designated Chairman of the AFML Committee on
Documentary Medical Films.

The AFML will operate In this field to provide a repository for
important documentary materials which otherwise night well oe lost,
and to provide reference services In using this material. Wo will es-
chew the field of production, distribution, and evaluation of films,
and will be solely concerned with preservation and with individual
reference use within the Library, as contrasted with group educational
use outside the Library. The early stages of this program must neces-
sarily be devoted to planning and to immediate problems of acquisition
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of film. Adequate space to house the collection must be provided in
the plans for the new building, and studies must be undertaken in the
areas of film copying and preservation, shelving, and viewing equip-
ment. Later the problems of cataloging and reference services must
be studied and resolved.

Many reels of film have already been acquired and provision for
their storage is being made, a working reference file of films on
hand is being compiled, letters are going out to prospective donors,
and in general the whole program is finally getting under way.

STAFF ACTIVITIES

Director. At the request of the Korean Ministry of Health and
the Korean Civil Assistance Command, the Director spent several weeks
in Korea during March and April to make a survey of civilian medical
library facilities, with a view of coordination of the various -volun-
teer activities directed toward getting medical books and journals
into Korea, and making recommendations on training of Korean medical
librarians and Improving the use of existing medical library resources.

Toward the end of the year, Lt. Colonel Rogers was engaged in two
quite different projects. The first was a survey of the publications
Current Literature £jj Venereal Disease. at the request of the Chief,
Division of Special Health Services, U. S. Public Health Service. The
second, in collaboration with two other Washington librarians, was a
study of the library organization of the Commerce Department and its
.various bureaus, at the request of the Secretary of Commerce.

The Director accepted an invitation of the Director-General of
UNESCO to become a member of the International Advisory Committee on
Documentation and Terminology of Pure and Applied Sciences.

Groups addressed by the Director during the year include: Alunni
of the Albany Medical College, Albany, New York; Nu Sigma Nu Frater-
nity, Albany, New York Chapter; Staff of the St. Elizabeth's Hospital,
Washington, D. C; Clijiico-Pathologioal Society of Washington, Washing-
ton, D. Cj Subcommittee" on Scientific Information of the Interdepart-
mental Committee on Scientific Research and Development, Washington,
D. C; and the American Pharmaceutical Association, Washington Dranch,
which held its December 1954 monthly meeting at the Arn;ed Forcos Medi-
cal Library.

Maetings attended by tha Director, during the year included the
following: Association of Research Libraries, Madison, Wisnonsin;
Library Buildings Institute of the Association of College and Refer-
ence Libraries, also in Madison; and the National Research Council's
Committee on Sciences in UNESCO, in Washington, D. C.

CbJof LiT-rqrlan. The Chief Librarian participated in the follow-
ing: Sjtcial Libraries Association, Washington Chapter, Biological
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Sciences Group (Chairman); also member of Washington Chapter's Sub-
committee on Binding Costs; Joint Committee on the Union List of Se-
rials (Medical Library Association representative); Greater Washing-
ton Area Educational Television Association Council (D. C. Library
Association representative).

Meetings attended by Mr. Taylor include: Library Binding Insti-
tute Annual Convention, Washington, D. C; Association of Research
Libraries and the American Library Association Annual Conference,
Minneapolis, Minnesota; Library Buildings Institute, St. Paul,
Minnesota.

Staff. Commander John A. Oley spent some time visiting new li-
brary buildings and Installations In various locations in the East
and Middle West to gather information In relation to his work on
plans for the new building for AFML.

Miss Dorothy M. Schullian of the History of Medicine Division
was on leave in Italy for the entire year. Miss Schullian, recipient
of a Fulbright grant, continued her studies which she had begun last
year.

Miss M. Ruth MacDonald, Chief, Catalog Division, represented
the Army Medical Service at the dedication ceremonies of the American
Memorial Library in Berlin, Germany, on 17 September. Last year Miss
MacDonald spent three months In Berlin as a consultant In organizing
and establishing technical processes In the American Memorial Library*

AFML STAFF ASSOCIATION

The Association's Recreation Committee sponsored two picnics, a
Christmas party, and a theatre party during the year. The Education
Committee arranged four programs, including three lectures and one
film program. A committee was appointed to study the question of
Association responsibility for clipping and distribution of stamps
for the staff "collectors"; tha committae'a raport Is awaiting con-
sideration at the next Association meeting. Membership reached a
peak of 112 members.

AFML FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

The Credit Union experienced a successful year, declaring a /$
dividend while paying off half of its indebtedness ta the Pc-nccgon
Federal Credit Union. Disability coverage was added to the insurance
already carried.

MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION CONVEHTIQN

The 53d Annual Meeting of the Medical Library Association was held
at the Hotel Statler in Washington, 15 - 13 June 1954. ifembers of-the
AFML staff serving as Convention Committee Chairman were Hiss Estelle
Brodman (Convention Facilities), Miss M. Ruth MacDonald (Tours and
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Transportation), Mr. Samuel Lazerow (Special Exhibit), and Lt. Colonel
Frank.B. Rogers (General Chairman). Many other staff members served
as mombers of various , oomm5.ttees. On the afternoon of 17 June those
attending the convention were guests at a reception and tea at the
Armed Forces Medical Library, whore special exhibits were on display
in honor of the event.

COMMITTEE WORK

Committee on Sub.leot Headings. Four meetings were held during
the year, with inconclusive results. The Committee was disbanded in
October*

Committee on Statistics of the Library'p <*j7l3L<*<rt!*i'?nf*' The Commit-
tee's final report was submitted on 9 July, was accepted, and the Com-
mittee dismissed on 26 July. The report showed that the total pianos
in the Library as of 30 June was 946,223, including 889,341 bound vol-
umes and volume equivalents, and 56,882 pieces of non-book materials.
(For further breakdown see Appendix XI).

Cpnimittee on Scope and Coverage. The major activity or th3.s Com-
mittee was a re-examination of the scope of the Library's archival
collection. The Committee plans for 1955 Include a re-appraisal o.f
the Library's overall acquisition policy and specific study of the
document collection.

Committee on In-5orvioe Training. This Committee wan inactive
during 1954, and was abolished in October.

Committaa on Indefinite Loans to Dej?p.r̂ eT}tail-_rftAcen • This Com-
mittee, having served its purpose, was abolished In October.

on Chartty Cjjl̂ gq̂ gns.. During the year the Committee
supervised the collection of funds for the followingi

Community Chest Federation American Cancer Society Campaign
American Red Cross American-Korean Foundation
Crusade fcr Freedom Washington Heart Association
March of Dimes

Committee on Documentary Msdioal Films. During the early part of
1954 equipment requirements and acquisition sources were studied and
some 1*50 films were acquired. In September the Committee was reoon-
stitut'ul, a full-tiroe position of Film Curator established, and the
Curate.- appointed Chairman of. the Committee. In December the Film
Curator prepared a draft policy statement with recommendations on the
film program. At the end of the year this statement was being mimeo-
graphed for distribution' to the Committee for study.

Internal Audit Committee. The Committee continued to meet from
time to time in an attempt to keep the Library's financial affairs
under strict surveillance.
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PERSONNEL

Chances. Mrs, Ethel M. Chase, Administrative Assistant to the Di
rector since June 1947, retired from government service in March after
serving in the Office of The Surgeon General of the Army and in the Li
brary for over 37 years.

Mr. Joseph C. Tucker, with the Library since 1947, first as Per-
sonnel Officer and later as Chief of the Administrative Division, died
on 18 June, following an illness of several months. The death of Mr»
Tucker, a devoted and faithful employee, was sorely felt.

William Jerome Wilson, Chief of the History of Msdloine Divi-
sion since 1947, retired on 31 August. Dr. Wilson has had a long and
distinguished career as a teacher, classical scholar, and librarian.
He is perhaps best known for his work on the Census ££ Medleys! ajjd.
Renaissance Manuscripts in the United States and Canada. The indebted-
ness of the AFML to Dr. Wilson is large.

Dr. Harriet C. Jameson was appointed Chief of the History of Medi-
cine Division on 1 September to succeed Dr. Wilson. Miss Jameson has
been with the HMD since 1950 as Head of the Catalog Section.

Dr. Claudius F. Mayer, Editor of the Index-Catalogue since 1932,
was separated from the Library on 10 September 1954.

Mr. Raymond H. Eokenbach was appointed. Chief, Administrative
Division, on 27 September, after serving for several months as Acting
Chief. Mr. Eokenbach first Joined the staff as Head of the Hiotodup-
lioatlon Section in 1951.

Miss Christina C. Hilbrandt of the Index-Catalogue Division re-
tired on'30 September after more than 36 years of continuous employ-
ment in the preparation of the Index-Cfttaloffue. In recognition o.r
her long and faithful service Miss Hilbrandb was presented a Cortifi-
cate of Achievement signed by 3'ie Surgeon General and the Director of
the Library. She had established a record of 26 years continuous tar-
vice without iloss of a day charged to sick leave, for which she was
commended in a personal letter from The Surgeon General.

Captain Charles I. Harper, M5C, was assigned to AFML from the
Supply Division, OTSG, on 15 October, to fill a r.9w3y created o isl-
tlon, Special Assistant to the Director (Adm.lnistvatJ.on), w.'.lla ueyond-
ary duty as Adjutant.

Awards.. For suggestions promoting efficiency and economy, mone-
tary awards were granted to Mr. Leonard Bikowski, Mr. Grover James,
and Mrs. Jane Fulcher, all of the Catalog Division.

Mrs. Thelma G. Charon, Current List Division, received a Superior
Accomplishment Step Increase Award for outstanding porfonaance of duty
as a subject header.
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Mrs. Justine D. Renders-Pehrson, Catalog Division, was the re-
cipient of a Superior Accomplishment Step Increase Award la recogni-
tion of voluntarily assuming the task of clearing a backlog In sub-
ject heading work on theses and accomplishing the task efficiently
in addition to her other regular duties.

Lillian H. Washington, Current List Division, was awarded a
Superior Accomplishment Step Increase Award for sustained superior
performance of duty as an editorial clerk.

Anniversaries. The following persons, during 1954., observed
anniversaries of continuous employment as indicated:

35 years - Mr. Lawrence E. Hawkins, Acquisition Division
Mr. Herbert Smith, Administrative Division

30 years - Miss Edna L. Prick, Reference Division

PUBLICATIONS

Armed Forces Medical Library Catalog, 1953* Washington, Library of
Congress, 1954. 925 p. (Forsale by Card Division, Library of
Congress, Washington 25, D. C. $17.50).

Subject Heading Authority List used by the Current List Division,
Armed Forces fedioal Library, Washington, 1954• 267 p. (For
sale by the Superintendent of Documents. U. S. Government Print-
Ing Office, Washington 25, D. C. $1.75).

Index-Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office, U. S.
Anay. (Microprint Edition). First Series, Volume I, 1880 -
Fourth Series, Volume X, 1943. New York, Readex Microprint
Corporation, 1954* (Four boxes of 6" x 9" microprint cards
$75.00).

Current List of Medical Literature. Volumes 25 and 26. (Forsale by
the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25, D. C. Annual subscription (12 issues), $13-50
domestic; $17.00 foreign).
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CHAPTER II

ACQUISITIONS

The pattern Of.activity in the Acquisition Division during.195U
was considerably different from that of 1953. The earlier year was
marked by'a succession of management studies leading to changes'in
organization, work flow and procedures. By the sprinjv of 195U, the
changes were veil established and the Division began to reap dividends
fron its 1953 investment of time. It is significant that with only
a relatively slight increase in available man hours, searching and
ordering statistics are substantially higher than those for 1953.
Details of these figures are presented under the appropriate activity
in this chapter.

Personnel. At the end of the year the Division WES allotted 29
positions, which was the ceiling at the beginning of the year. There
v;ere, however, slight shifts in the suballotments to the sections.
During most of 195U the Selection and Searching Section crrried seven
employees on its rolls, instead of the allotted eiT'ht, and the Order
Section carried six employees instead of five. The allotment to the
Gift and Exchange Section vras reduced fron six persons to five, in
order to provide for the position of mlcrophotographer, assigned to
the Office oi the Chief.

Application of Photo"raphyi In July 1952 tho acquisition process
was speeded up and simplified ay the installation of an especially
adapted microfilm camera. The apparatus has been so successful that
it 'has been copied by at least one other library. The second version
oi this equipment, now called Blbliofax, vrill permit copying areas
up to 5" x 8"; it was designed and built during the last half of
195U, and is expected to be in full operation early in 1955.

Another innovation in this area vras the creation ol c full-time
microphotographer position in the Ofiice of the Chief of the Division.
Concentration oi this work in one position resulted in improved
coordination of the various procedures.

Work Simplification Training Program: Despite the recent rjeneral
overhaul of the Division's"~oroJe"iiures, ~anc' as an indication bi' the
Library's awareness.of the basic principle of scientific mena'ement
that there is always a better-vsy, a work simoliflcation training
program was begun in November for all supervisors of the Division.
This program involves training of supervisors to use formal work
simplification techniques. By the-end of the yer.r about one-third
of the prorram had been com Dieted. It is hoped that when the entire
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program has been completed early in 1955> all of the Division's
procedures will have been charted, subjected to critical analysis
by the group and improvements made where necessary. Amonf* the basic
improvements to be accomplished are more rational wort: units for
purposes of work measurement.

SELECTION AND SEARCHING

Searching. During 195U, with 6.2 available man years, some
32,500 items were screened by the Selection and Searching Section
ft>r admission to the collection, as compared vrith only 26,600 items
in 1953, when 5»7 man years were available for this wor!:.

There is evidence that the character of the items screened has
changed. During the period July - December 195U, almost 12,000
bibliographical prospects and 6000 unsolicited gifts vrere searched,
as compared with only 6UOO bibliographical prospects and 7000 un-
solicited gifts searched during the same period of 1953. This vrould
indicate that the acquisition program has concerned itself more with
seeking out current and post-war items than with clearing up old
backlogs. Moreover the yield from searching is greater than before.
During the period July - December 1953, more than one-half the pros-
pects screened were found to be already in the collection, while
during the same period for 19514 only one-third of the prospects
scraened were found to be already in the collection.

Coverage of Sources. Probably the most noteworthy coverage
achievement of the year was the dragnet operation of selecting and
searching from French, Italian and Dutch sources for all post-war
years. For most of this period the Library had relied on blariket-
order agreements to acquire commercial items from these countries.
As early as 1951 a study showed that this passive reliance was un-
justified. It was not until late in 1953 that professional hours
were available to devote to the project of filling in the gaps. The
main sources used were Biblio, Brinkman's Catalogue, Libri e Riviste
and the Florence Bollettino delle Publicazioni. Similarly the
Spanish source, Bibliografia Hispanica, was worked back to 191*8.

A number of bibliographies that had previously been covered only
sporadically were added to our list of sources for regular scanning.
For our coverage in Russia and the area under Soviet domination
titles added for regular selecting include Bulgarski Knigopis, the
East European Accessions List, the Monthly List of Russian Accessions,
and the small book lists Sovietskie Khigi, 5bvIetskie~NTvye"Enigi,
and Soviet Books.

With a staff of four selectors, the Section is currently select-
ing from some eighty bibliographical serial sources. Assignments^oT
these are by title, and in so far as it is practicable are made on
the basis of geographic groups. The only groups that were assigned
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on a language basis were those of the Scandinavian languages and the
languages of the Soviet-dominated bloc. Sources in the languages of
western Europe can be assigned rather satisfactorily on an assezbon
basis to anyone who has in general the qualifications of selector.""

Apart from language considerations, an important value to be
derived from assignment of sources by geographic area to specific
individuals is the development of persona], responsibility, with the
resultant advantage of greater vigilance in maintaining solid coverage
and greater familiarity with bibliographical and publishing customs
peculiar to the different countries.

Congress Project. Although the collection is rich in the reports
of international congresses of all yearc, the Library has never felt
comfortable about its degree of coverage. What makes them a special
acquisition problem is the fact that most congress publications do
not reach commercial channels and many are not listed in the national
bibliographies.

Last spring a systematic procedure was established for inves-
tigating and acquiring congress reports and the responsibility was
assigned to one staff member* The Library has a number of excellent
published lists of such meetings and, in addition, an agreement for
interchange of information was made with the New York Academy of
Medicine Library.

In September card controls were set up under the names of events
as reported in these sources* Letters vrere written to the officers
of 81 meetings and Ijl replies were received. Forthcoming congresses
were given priority, but it is planned to take action in 1955 on all
congresses held in recent years.

Procedural Changes. 1953 had been a year of major shifts of
function within the Division and not until the close of that year
was stabilization apparent in revised manual sheets.

Still, in 195U* changes in methods continued to bo made. One
was occasioned by the shift from Index-Catr.lofnie Division to Catalog
Division of the function of assisting the Section in the preparation
of the new-serial-title for publications in Japanese and Chinese.
Another was the decision, made early in April, to cease entering in
the Serial Record issues of serials taken selectively unless these
are classified as a set in the collection.

In Llarch omission of searching for all bibliographical prospects
under 21 pages was initiated. The fact that most of these items
are picked up in current sources favored omittim;.searching *• This
policy has since come under criticism because of duplicate ordering
and uncleared orders. Late in the year it was agreed to search small
items that could come in fulfillment of orders although routed to
the Section as unsolicited gifts.
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In October, as a result of an intensified concern with
duplicates, it was decided to record all copyright transfer items
in the Order Record, usinc the temporary copyright office care!, for
this purpose.

Other changes in routine practices deserving brief mention
are: (a) simplification in tallying (combining "ordered" and
"received" categories for bibliographical prospects), (b) improve-
ments in routines governing referral of publications and care's from
Order Section to Selection and Searching (forscope, serial deter-
mination, researching, or editing), and (c) specification of cir-
cumstances for requiring nev; prospect card for the same publication.

Copyright Office Transfers. In September the Chief Librarian
requested a special study of books received on transfer from the
Copyright Office of the Library of Congress. This study has the
purpose of determining what books are released to the Armed Forces
Medical. Library by the Copyright Office, and the length of tine
elapsing betveen receipt at the Copyright Office and receipt at the
Armed Forces Medical Library. The study had not been completed
by the end of the year. At the beginning of December soiae fifty
out of a total of 106 cards received had been matched against
received books. The average number of days between dates of receipt
was 28; the median number, 26.

PROCUREMENT

Orders Placed. The increased searching production in the Selec-
tion and Searching Section is reflected in the number of orders placed
by the Order Section. It is possible to compare only the periods
from July to December 1953 and 195U, because of the change of the
procedural and reporting system in July 1953• From July to December
1953) only UOO orders were sent to dealers and other sources of supply,
while during the same period of 195U over 7700 orders vere olaced. In
the fiscal year ending 30 June 195li the Division was permitted to
obligate $80,000 for the purchase of books and serials, as compared
with only $66,000 for the fiscal year 1953.

Sources of Procurement. As a result of intensive efforts to
acquire ner and "better sources oi' procurement for Latin America,
traditionally a procurement problem area, arrangements vere concluded
with dealers in Argentina, Brazil and iiexico« Performance of tlieae
dealers during 195U was satisfactory. A gooci source for Polish
literature wan found, in Great :3ritain, and receipts of Russian material
have been substantial.

Serial Renewal Tickler File. This file was established in the
Order Section through the"mechanism of an additional photoprint of
every serial orc'er. All serial order photoprints are eacamined and the
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probable date of ordering of the next issue or subscription is
determined. The prints are then filed in chronological order by
month, and alphabetized within the grouping. A constant check of
this file is maintained, prints being withdraim and given to the
Serials Section for action vrhen the orders are to be renewed.

Claiming. Claiming was placed on a regular weekly ba'sis and
made the responsibility of a nev.'ly assigned clerk-typist. The
results were immediately evident; more books arrived and more
correspondence r/as received from sources of supply in ansver to
these claims. In the last half of 195U, items claimed totalled
2,513 v.'hile only three items i.rere c?.air,ied in the second half of 1953.

Subscriptions. The annual subscription contracts for
American and Canadian journals were awarded to two difierent agents.
Subscription orders vrero also placed with our foreign dealers for
foreign literature.

Resubmission of Items. vith the increasing amount of material
being ordered dally, one of the most important activities is the
resubmission of "questionable" or "doubtful" items to the searchers.
This material runs the gamut from books '..'hich are not in line with
our requests but which may still be needed by the Library to books
which have additional information on the title pages such as series
or serial connections or translations. Even scope questions have
been referred back to the searchers because the books received were
on veterinary medicine end plant medicine. If we are to avoid
duplication of .acquisitions, this activity's importance cannot be
over-stressed. It is for this reason that more and more emphasis
has been placed on this activity.

SERIALS

Production. There is norr no backlog of serials waiting to be
checked into the Serial Record. This liquidation Of backlog accounts
for the decrease in the number of pieces entered. During the calendar
year 1952, some 90,000 serial pieces were .entered in the Serial Record
as compared to 83,000 for 1953 and 77,000 for 195h. It may be expected
that the yearly figure from now on will probably be somevrhere laround
75,000 pieces.

Serials Section Survey. In recognition of Lhe vital importance
to the Library of the serfa! recording process and of the serious
nature of certain procedural deficiencies, a member of the Selection
and Searching Section was assigned, in February, to make a management
survey of the Serials Section. Her report and recommendations form
the basis for the substantial changes which are being made in its
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Conversion Project. As a result of the manaCement survey, it
was decided to change from the l̂ 1 x 6" to a 3" x 5" checking card
which also contains other changes making it possible to do virtually
all serial claiming photographically. In addition, use of the
smaller cards will -oermit application -of photography to other
procedures such as bindery notifications and compilations of special
bibliographies.

Between July and September before the conversion began, 18 nemos,
covering such topics as filing, abbreviations, fundamental serial
cataloging principles, capitalization, cross reference care's, etc.,
were prepared by the Head of the Serials Section,for the instruction
of the staff.

To begin the conversion, 9875 Xardex cards r:ere photographed on
both sides*

Then, the serial checkers began editing these photographed cards
so the new 3x5 cards could be typed from them without disrupting the
normal i;ork of the Section by usinj the original Kardex cards, 9307
cards were edited in 703 hours, about four and one-half minutes per
card. In an attempt to meet the deadline, several thousand cards
were permitted to po through without publisher information; these
will have to be completed later. The typing of over 11,000 cards
was nearly completed at the end of the year.

As the next step in the project, it was decided to arrange in
shelf-list order the 5820 (61.2 percent) new 3x5 cards that werp
cataloged so that they could be checked against the SheIflist for
possible errors.

Recording, During September, the Serials Section reached an
all-time hi:Ji in the orocessing of serial pieces in any one month:
8,000 original pieces anc1 15,310 dunlicstes making a total of 23,310
pieces.

Cooperative Projects; During the calendar year, 195U, the Serials
Section sent, for possible inclusion, to the monthly New Serial Titles
published by the Library of Congress, U59 new serial titles furnished
by the AEML Catalog Division which fell vrithin the scope of that
publication.

New Forms, Labels, and Signs. A revised Employee's Daily Work
Record, a sheet which records the cumulated vork statistics for an
employee for the month, was issued in July irhich eliminated much
typing each month on the part of the staff. A daily Mori; sheet which
serves as a basis for the foregoing record, which was suggested by
Hiss Vfeins in her survey of the Serials Section, was mimeorraphed
and is in daily use.



New tray labels for both the Kardex and Holdings Files were
made in August. Large numbers have been affixed to the trays in
the Holdings File which make for ease of use* Also, net: large
markers shovring the alphabetical breakdovm of the Kardex files
were made by the Head of the Serials Section.

GIFT kW) EXCHANGE

Duplicate Exchange. In February a. list of currently available
duplicates was distributed to UlO institutions in lh foreign countries.
Some 13U responses to this offering v.'ere received. Amonp the more
important dividends from the February lists was an offer by the
Univerzitetska Biblioteka in Belgrade to send twelve Yugoslav medical
Journals to this Library. Of the titles offered, four were new to
the collection. Over 150 other lists of the duplicates of other
libraries were received during the year, and many gaps in the Library's
serial holdings were filled as a result.

Current List of Medical Literature. In January a budgetary
limitation was placed on the number of cooies available for non-paid
subscriptions. It became necessary to terminate exchange agreements
with approximately LiOO publications, all of which are available
commercially.

At the end of 195U there were Ihl3 non-paid subscriptions on the
Library's mailing list. Of this total, 950 copies v:ere being sent on
an exchange basis and U63 were being sent free to military and other
governmental installations. This represents a decrease from the 1953
total of 1988 non-paid subscriptions (exchange: Ih38j f;ift: 550).

As required by Array Regulations, the annual circularization of
the gift list to stabilize addresses anc". to eliminate deactivated
installations was accomplished in November. As usual, extensive
revision of the mailing list became necessary to keep it current.
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CHAPTER III

CATALOGING

During the past year it has been continually evident that the
mechanical age is with us; that it sometimes has been against us has
been equally evident. One result of the overemphasis on machines and
machine methods is an attendant overemphasis in our profession on
statistics and statistical methods. Another result is the tendency
to group all elements of library operations not directly concerned
with public service into the category "technical services". The third
and most serious result is that this emphasis and this categorization
tend to deny the basic and priceless ingredient of cataloging: the
human mind.

It is particularly necessary for us to emphasize the need to
apply the human mind in situations where machine methods have shown
a tendency to supersede it, and where stress on statistics has tended
to substitute a quantity measurement for a quality measurement. While
we recognize that machines are of great assistance in some parts of
our work, they can never translate an author's purpose in writing a
book into a subject heading or a subject classification, nor can they
distinguish between authors with the seme name or identify a single
author using various forms of his name.

CAT/. LOSING IN CET-EUL

Catalog Division Manual. The Division's Manual of Procedures
steadily repays the effort required for its original compilation and
for the revision necessary to keep it up to date. It was reviewed and
largely rewritten in 1951, and in each of the following three years
If percent of the procedures have been revised or rewritten.

At the end of 1954 several new procedures relating to the compi-
lation and editing of the annual and quinquennial volumes of the AFML
Catalog were being tested. They will be among the procedures submitted
for approval in 1955-

To supplement the formal Manual, th; Processing Section has pre-
pared n guide to cover tha details of the multilith mat typing
operations. The guide information, which is far too explicit to be
incorporated into manual procedures, provides an excellent working
and teaching tool.

Oriental Language Cataloging. The shipments of Oriental language
publications diminished somewhat in 1954 making it possible.to 'catch
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up on the preliminary cataloging and to make a start on the permanent
cataloging of the Japanese monographs in May. The special problems
inherent in these publications posed interesting questions on catalog-
ing which were studied and solved as the work proceeded. At the end
of the year there is a special set of rules for catalogins Oriental
titles and a goodly number of completed titles to show for the efforts
expended.

Work Simplification and Elaboration. Two changes made in 1954
involved the discarding of Japanese and Chinese language files in the
Name Catalog and Subject Catalog, as well as the emergency "Jap Serial"
cataloging routine. Another simplification was effected when the
security filming of the Subject Authority File was discontinued because
of the Imminent publication of the quinquennial edition of the AFML
Catalog. The number of copies of preliminary cards made for each'title
was out by one when the weekly set for the Index-Catalogue Division was
discontinued in September.

At the end of the year a slight elaboration in the arrangement of
the Binding Section lot lists was being tried in order to permit the
Government Printing Office to test the effectiveness of the change in
speeding its work on AFIX binding.

The courting and reporting records of all sections were modified
and/or elaborated on 1 July because of the information required to
prepare the monthly statistical report: Growth of Collections.

Language Backlogs. At the end of this year the Dutch backlog has
been reduced from thirty-six to six shelves end the amount of Slavic
material remaining is negligible. Of the Russian group there now
remain three shelves of monographic titles, all of which were published
before 1935 and half of which are "poor paper" items. There are approx-
imately seven shelves of Polish, Czech, and Hungarian titles which are
gradually being cleared while titles currently acquired in these
languages are cataloged as received. All of the Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian,
and Slovene monographs were cleared in 1954* This means the bulk of the
present uncataloged monographs is in.the Oriental languages and even this
does not constitute & hopeless backlog, for 888 Japanese titles were
cataloged this year.

The current backlog of serial titles in languages other than Oriental
is small. All of this material, consisting of Rumanian, Thai, Polish,
Czech, Finnish, Estonian, Indonesian, Icelandic, and Indian titles, is
contained on seven shelves.

CLASSIFICATION

The AML Classification. 1st edition, 1951, is now out-of-print.
This means that the only remaining copies are those held by the Library;
there is only a very limited number of copies available for future
distribution.
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So few changes have been made in the Classification this year,
that no list of Additions and Changes to the Army radical Library
Classification has been issued since September 1953- However, late
in 195/4 a mimeographed list was prepared to show the date scope of the
Americana class (WZ 270) by state, according to the plan of the American
Imprints Inventory Project. This list has not been distributed outside
the Library.

One large classification problem exists in the Library because of
the specific form number (W2) which is applied to nonclinical serial
documents. It is believed that the problem is due largely to the
artificial segregation of serial document titles which nowadays appear
in a great range of forms, many of which resemble non-document titles.

RECATALOGING

Ir February the recataloging of the collection of congresses was
completed, clearing the way for the recataloging of the Document Section
material. As everyone recognized the difficult problems relating to
this work, a number of conferences were held before the actual work was
begun, to determine the procedures and routines which would best serve
the divisions concerned. A new document serial routing slip (AFKL Form
60a) was prepared to enable the Catalog Division to select titles and to
have the volumes forwarded at the proper time.

The great number of titles withdrawn from the Document Section as
the collection was checked for scope, the need to halt the recataloging
of documents in order to expedite the reoataloginA of Index-Catalogue
Division books, the titles and partial document titles stored in the
History of Medicine Division, and staff shortages all contributed to
the unsatisfactory progress made in reorganizing the serial documents.

Monographic titles from the nineteenth century subject groups con-
tinue to go through the recataloging process. At the end of the year
the collection of "Dictionaries" was beinj handled, all books on
"Accidents and Emergencies" through "Diagnosis" having been cleared.

One phase of the overall recataloging program was completed this
year: the ordering and stocking of available Library of Congress printed
cards for titles in the old collection. This stock is housed in a .large
card cabinet which also contains the remainder of the old collection
shelflist, prepared in 1944/45-

Of the titles cataloged in fiscal year 1954, 37 percent were from
the Library's old collections.

Withdrawals. Both of the groups now being recataloged (i.e.,
nineteenth century monographs and document serials) have produced large
numbers of titles for withdrawal as the groups have been screened for
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scope and duplicate copies. The result has been that at times during
the year operations of major and positive value have had to be curtailed
in order to take care of the volumes received for withdrawal)

In the monthly "Growth of Collection" report, the cumulatiig effect
of the number of withdrawals» which amounts to approximately 10 percent
of volumes added, is very noticeable.

SUBJECT HEADINGS

Although the long slow process of revising the Subject Authority
File has continued throughout the year much still remains to be done.
The attempt to do this job without any additional and specially quali-
fied assistance can only be described as an effort by the Division to
lift itself by its own bootstraps.

As in all other parts of the Division's work, the requirements and
schedules of the printed catalog have influenced the subject heading
revision worlr. Changes of two types were planned for, and completed, by
the end of the year. The first type consisted of the subject heading
changes which were to be reflected in the quinquennial Catalog. The
second group were the headings which would be made in regular cataloging
operations commencing in January 1955 8-nd which would therefore appear
in the 1955 annual volume of the AFM Catalog. In order to meet the
date derdline for instituting these changes it was necessary to detail
several oatalogers to help the Processing Section clear the card records.

As the card Subject Catalog has grown year by year it matches less
and less its publicized twenty-five year limitation. Prior to 1950
titles published from 1920 to date were subject headed and since 1950
all those published since 1925 have been included. In January 1955• tne

beginning date will be changed to 1930 and the need to weed the cards
for pre-1930 publications will become urgent.

CARD CATALOGS

A February report on the card files which are maintained as part
of the Division's work disclosed the surprising total of twenty-three
files of which ten are permanent and thirteen ere temporary or work
files.

In March a photographic copy of each shelflist card in Wj, WX2, and
ZWl was prepared for use of the Reference Division i.i gupplciiianb^n^ its
Wl shelflist. An extra copy of the card for each new title in these
classes is being supplied to keep the record up to date.

The job of preparing and filing new permanent guide cards in the
Name Catalog, begun last year, was completed in March 1954- The new
guides for the Subject Catalog have not yet been completed. Theirpre-
paration will not be pushed until the quinquennial Catalog is published
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and a subsequent weeding of the card file to remove 1920-1929 publica-
tions has been finished.

During the last week of the year the remaining four sections of the
.old Public Catalog were moved from the west to the east end of the second
floor corridor. This ir.ove provides spe.ce to install consultation stands
and lessens the congestion in the hall outside the Reeding Room.

ABNL CATALOG

The Division's work has been centered on the printed catalog this
year because all the operations of both the Cataloging and Processing
Sections are influenced by the publication.

The printed catalog emphasis is particularly noticeable in the
Processing Section because it has the direct editorial responsibility.
The first three months of the year were spent editing Part Two Subjects
of the 1953 Catalog, the largest volume to date as far as contents were
concerned.

As soon as work on the 1933 Catalog was finished, attention was
focused on the quinquennial edition scheduled for publication in 1955-
Besides being a cumulation of the 1950-1954 AFML cataloging, the quin-
quennial edition will include cards prepared at the History of Medicine
Division.

This posed the question of how work completed before 1954 oould be
prepared for inclusion. Processing Section was assigned the task of
preparing multilith mats for all completed HMD cataloging while the HMD
Cataloging Section undertook to prepare its future cards so they would
be automatically available for the published volumes. The HMD titles
cataloged before 1954 which could not be retyped in time for inclusion
in the quinquennial Catalog will appear in the 1955 annual volume.

In July, the work of interfiling the 1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953
cards was begun. The remainder of the year was s^ent in euitori&l work
on these cards and in preparing the 1954 card racorcls. On 10 December
the quinquennial edition of the Catalog was closed with approximately
80,000 main entries (19,701 of which represented 1954 work). Editorial
work is scheduled for completion by 1 April 1955-

The Catalog is prepared for publication with the cooperation of
the Library of Congress, and for this cooperation the Library is most
grateful.

The quinquennial Catalog will be published in the fall of 1955
in six volumes by Edwards Brothers of Ann Arbor, Kichig&n, at $64.00
per set.
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COOPERATION OUTSIDE AIML

Union List of Microfilms. The Library sent 975 cards to the
Philadelphia Bibliographic Center for inclusion in its Union List of
Microfilms. This makes a total of 2,475 filmed titles furnished to date.

National Union Catalog. One copy of each main entry prepared is
inserted in the National Union Catalog at the Library of Congress (1954»
22,706 entries). In addition notices were sent for 348 titles withdrawn
from the AFML collections because they were out-of-scope.

Rules for Cataloging Pictures. The draft of rules prepared by the
Library of Congress Committee on Rules for Cataloging Prints and Photo-
graphs was carefully studied in the li.wht of the AiML picture work and
a number of suggestions for changes and additions were sent to the
Committee by the Art Section.

Filing Rules. A detailed questionnaire on current filing rules,
submitted by a committee of the American Library Association, Division
of Cataloging and Classification, was completed by the Processing
Section.

Civil Service Examination. The Chief of the Division served on a
three-member Civil Service Committee to review the standards for grading
the GS-7 - GS-12 Librarian examinations. The Committee also reviewed
selected examination papers after they had been graded on the standards
established.

Visitjiu Students. Miss Frances R. Lubowitz of Simmons College
Library School masters program did her practice work in the Catalog
Division in March.

Mrs. Madeline W. Wilkins a student in Catholic University Library
School, who is writing her masters essay on subject headings in the
field of medicine, spent considerable time in the Division.

MISCELLANEOUS

Biobibliography Collection. In 1'ovember the Cataloging Section
assumed the task of preparing a list of titles to be retained in the
Biobibliography Collection and a list of those recommenced for removal
to the stacks. The lists will be completed by 1 February 1955, in order
that they may be studied and revised by other divisions end be ready for
use before the moving of the book collections is begun.

List of Abbreviations. The card list of abbreviations used to
identify sources of information recorded on Name Authority File cards
was mimeographed in November and distributed to the catalogers.



Box Material. Box material has been received at frequent inter-
vals during this past year, making the handling of it much easier than
In previous years. Seventy-one new titles were added to the collection,
and 264 new pieces.

Overtime. The Processing Section was involved in three overtime
projects, all of which were related to the Section's responsibility for
the printed Catalog.

Six Saturdays in April and May were spent in typing mats, proof-
reading,mats, coirpietins oarci sets, and filing cards. This overtime
work was necessary to make inroads on a backlog of typing which had
developed from two sources» first, from the time in 1953 when no
multilith mats were available, and second, from work accumulated during
the editing of the 1953AFML Catalog.

The second project was established for July on a compensatory time
basis to interfile the subject cards for the 195°-1953 volumes of the
AFML Catalog.

The third project was in November to provide for the typing of
approximately 13,000 subject guides for the quinquennial Catalog and to
expand the basic file of 1950-53 subject cards into an additional
60-tray cabinet. In addition all card sets on hand were completed,
revised, distributed, and filed.

Requests for additional overtime projects in January and February
1955 have already been approved. This overtime will also be used for
AFML Catalog work.

BINDING SECTION

Binding Funds. The binding program has continued to enjoy, in
fiscal year 1955i the benefits of binding funds allocated at the begin-
ning of the year. The improved scheduling end operating permitted by a
regular twelve-month programming benefits the Library staff, the collec-
tions, the public service, and the Government Printing Office.

As of 31 December 1954,a total of $30,000 of the $57,000 budgeted
for fiscal year 1955 hes been obligated to cover the cost of binding
5,000 volumes.

AFIP Binding Funds. No money was allotted to AFT.L for Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology binding at the beginnin, of fiscal year 1955,
because of the Institute's imminent move to its new building. Instead,
$3,000 was allotted to the Institute. In Novenber this sum was trans-
ferred to the Library tnd during the remaining weeks of the year 279
volumes were prepared and forwarded to the GPO- at an estimated cost of
$2,000.
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Return of Bound Volumes. For the first time it ia possible to
report that there is no backlog of volumes returned from the OPO wait-
ing to be checked in. This happy situation is a direct effect of the
early allocation of money and the planning of the work it makes possible.
In fact over 5° percent of the volumes dispatched for binding in the last
six months have been returned, unpacked, checked in, and added to the
collection.

Binding and Repair. In addition to the work done at the GPO,the
Binding Section staff bourd and/or repaired over 7.000 volumes and
mounted 232 portraits during the past twelve months. This work con-
tinues to represent a large savings in time, money and convenience. The
routine application of leather preservative to old leather bindings was
continued with good results* In addition cold padding compound was used
on these volumes where repairs were necessary.

Special Projects. One thousand copies of the 1953 Christinas issue
of What's Kew were remade to be used as souvenirs for visitors. This
issue contained a section which featured certain old books in the History
of Medicine Division collection.

The Binding Section also undertook to rebind and repair old and
valuable sets of the Annual Report of the Surgeon General for the Medical
Statistics Division of the OTSG.

ART 3>DCTION

Cataloging and Indexing. The organization of its numerous group
portraits was the Art Section's major accomplishment of 1954* IB
addition good progress was made on incorporating the large number of
mounted prints, transferred from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
Illustration Service some years ago, into the portrait and picture
collection files.

During the periods of organizing the various groups of picture
materials the card records for each group have been kept in separate
files. As the overall organization of the Section progresses the files
are combined. This year the picture subject index was filed into the
Picture Catalog. At the end of the year the work of combining the card
records for portrait negatives with those for portraits was in progress.

Reference Use. The number and variety of requests for picture
materials are a continual surprise. The extent of the usefulness if the
collection is demonstrated by the fact that approximately 200 pictures
are examined each month to fill reference needs.

Among the publications for which pictures were requested this year
were Collier's National Encyclopedia (rev.ed.), Knowledge Library,for
Young People. Our Wonderful World. Science Mlestones. and the Armed



Forces Medical Journal. Pictures were lent for exhibition in the AFIP
Medical MASeuro, the International College of Surgeons, the Smithsonian
Institution's division of,Medicine, and in the Medical Field Service
School in Fort Sam Houston. A total of 2,478 requests were handled in
1954.

Acquisitions. The work of acquiring pictorial material presents a
number of special problems. For example, just about the only way *to
-obtain portraits of contemporary persons is to request them from the
persons themselves. The Library ho.s followed the policy of soliciting
portraits more or less regularly for a number of years. Durin; the
period 1950-1952 almost 8,500 form letter requests were railed and they
produced over Z|.,000 additions to the portr. it and picture collections.
Since 1952 about 250 portraits have been obtained through solicitation
letters .

At the end of the year, the Art Section is eagerly awaiting the
results of a special inquiry letter to be sent to a selected list of
museums, art dealers, and pharmaceutical finr.s in January. The draft-
ing of the letter and the preparation of the mailing list were done in
the Art Section but the actual mailing will be done by the Acquisition
Division.

Union Catalog of Portraits. This catalog is a frequent source of
information in local reference service and is also used in referring
inquiries to other collections such as those in the New York /cademy of
Medicine and the College of Physicians Library in Philadelphia. During
the past year, additions to this important tool have come only from the
Current List Division which supplied 1,415 cards. It is hoped that a
special project designed to make the Union Catalog of Portraits a
completely current tool may be instituted in the near future.

P£R5CKNEL

Staff Ceiling. The Division's staff ceiling was increased from
fifty to fifty-two positions in 1954- The increase was based on the
need for additional assistance for the published catalog.

Staff. During the eighteen-month period ending in 1953i
Division enjoyed a more stable staff situation tnen it ever hi d before
or has had since. This pest year hts produced an unenviab.la record of
staff changes and shortages, with the result that thore wit no d.iy
throughout che year wh^n the staff was co'r.'p.lê fe -.icr tr,/ *:'.*'.5 vne.i !<he
difficulties of finding and ka^pi^g qualified persons could be forgotten.

Vhen it became known in September that the Division could er.pect
little halp from the results of the Civil Service examination for
Librarian GS-7 - 03-12 in filling its vtcant positions, a recruiting
letter was drafted for mailing by the Office of The Surgeon General



Civilian Personnel Branch to selected library schools in 'an effort to
locate qualified catalogers. None were located by this effort.

In October advertisements were inserted in two professional
periodicals and proved to be the most effective means found to date in
locating prospective catalogers. As a result of these advertisements
the Division is ending the year with only one professional and one non-
professional positions vacant (the person to fill the professional
position has been selected and will report for duty in January 1955)*
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CHAFES? IV

••OTHEHCE SERVICES

"The day is short end work IB great . . . ," says the Talmud, "It
is not incumbent upon thee to complete the v>ork? but «thou must not
therefore cease from It." Following this precept, the Reference Divi-
sion has worked evey at its tasks all year even thoufh the completion
of much of its work vas never in sight, Beyond the everyday tasks of
servinf readers rnd answering questions, i-hich ere the reison d'etre
of the Reference Division, perhaps the following "ere the most signi-
ficant undertakings:

1. planning for the Division in the proposed nev building
and the move into the v-hole of the old building.

2. vorl:5ng out the details of financing long

3. improving the quality of librpry exhibits.

^. taking steps for staff profession?! edvrncement.

A large amount of time vas also, absorbed by planning for the Kedical
Library Aseocir-tion meeting held in ashington in June, by continued
scanning of the collection for scope and coverage, and by preparing for
the project to film the disintegrating volumes in the collection "hich
ere printed on vrood pulp paper. And, finally, an administrative change
vrhich required some thought vas the transfer of. the Phptoduplicetion
Section fror the Reference to the Administrative Division.

THE 'BUILD DIG

Nev Building. Written descriptions of desirable features of pro-
posed public service areas in the ne<> building -ere cooperrtlvely de-
veloped, tentative space and layout «lans 'ere dre"n, and many dis-
cussion meetin£8 "ere held. From the comments and suggestions developed
at these meetings, the original plans '''ere modified eeveral tines„ The
special demands of the Documents and Art Sections were vorkod cut l-i
detail vith their section heads and after visi-oR to otiur .similar in-
stallpt^ons. Unfortunately personal consultation «-lth the C^ief of the
History of Medicine Division "as not possible vhen planning on the rare
book stacks, vork snaoes, and reading rooms "as tp'rinf place. Before
these plans are accepted as final, therefore, it "ould be advisable to
re-examine them.

Old Building. In preparfltion for the Library's eventual occupation
of the entire main building various staff members of the Division spent
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considerable time in surveyirig and plannlnf the layout of tho siaace to
"be allotted to the Reference functions. This Included consultation with
the administrative officials on new book stacks, stack llfhtinf, and new
exhibit cases. Plans were alfio developed for minor changes in the main
reeding; room end for the actual transfer of books from "scaneba HJpll to
the main steel's, a move scheduled for sr>ring of 1955*

LONG BIBLIOGRAPHIES

During the summer the Arned Forces Medical Library was approached
by the National Cancer Institute on the subject of preparing e bibliogra-
phy on cancer chemotherapy. A survey of the extensive literature shoved
that the Library could afford, neither the manpower nor the money to com-
pile and print such a list, A plan vas devised vhereby the Library would
furnish half the personnel and the National Cancer Institute i'ould fur-
nish the rest, who would be assigned to the Library for supervision»
It vas also decided to turn over the completed manuscript to the Insti-
tute vhlch would arrriye for publication and present the Library with
copies as needed. This method is important in that It may well furnish
the Library '-ith e modus operand! for future attempts to provide services
beyond its normal operating capacities,

LIBRARY EXHIBITS

Putting together a t ood exhibit is like putting together a food
meal; one needs the proper ingredients, technical skill, Imagination,
and time. The Armed Forces Medical Library collections provide ingredi-
ents superior to those of most other libraries, and imagination Is as
veil distributediamong the staff as among most similar grouos. Techni-
cal skill and time, however, are frequently Ifckinf, and it IB to pro-
vide these that careful thought han gone into the Library's 195̂  erhibite,

Exhibits in libraries are attempts to display wres in order to
inform readers of material not already '-novn to then, to hrifhten In-
terest in a suiject, for miblio relations,.to call attention to the
Library's holdings in the hope that donations vill result, for esthetic
or humaniotic reasons, or for decorative window-dressing;. In the AFML
It is probably true that the most significant reason for erhibite is to
tench the viewers more about the library's collections, 'liile on
occasional exhibit may pronerly be devoted to non-'literary materials,
it is felt that the overwhelming majority should be constructed to high-
light medical literature. All props must therefore be desifned to
accentuate the literary theme, end the construction of suoh props must
be carefully considered,

Because of the Importance of good exhibits, the Reference Division
has attempted this year to plan its shova months in advance, and much
more discussion has be> n held before each one has been built, than used
to be true. The other Divisions of the Library >.ave baen brought into
the exhibit orbit more frequently than previously* and the technical
assistance of the Medical Illustration Service, Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology, has been sought more than in the pest* Objects in other
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libraries and museums have been sought after diligently. While much
still needs to be done, it is true that this year's exhibits have been
unusually good. A list of the exhibits and the exhibitors is given
below*

Month

Exhibits 1954-

Subject Exhibitor

January Art Acquisitions
February Elizabeth Blackwoll

March Medical Maps

April Bibliofax

May Errant Physicians
June) Some American Firsts
July) Early Medical Mlleposts
August William Crawford Gorges
September World Health Organization
October Robert Fletcher
November Medicine in Arctic and Subarctic

Regions
December Saints and Medicine

Miss Camboll
Mrs. Koenig and
Miss Grlnnell

Misses Brodman
and Cambell^

Messrs. lazerow
and McCarthy

Mr. Cutter
Mr. Taylor

Miss Moseley
Miss Chambers
Miss Brodman
Mrs. Maurin

Misses Cambell
and Corrigan

STAFF FROFESrJlOML ADVANCEMENT

Plans for several ways of bringing discrete bits of knowledge and
intensifying an enthusiasm for further'information to the professional
members of the Reference Division were worked out in the summer and put
Into effect beginning in October. Accepting the fact that modern medi-
cal and library literature was too large for any one person to keep up
with, a joint approach was used. This included: (l) a Journal club,
(2)a discussion group, 0) a series of meetings devoted to reports on
new reference tools and methods of answering reference questions.
Planned for 1955 were occasional visits to other medical libraries and
talks by outside speakers.

Jqujpial Club. It was felt that Just as the seniorroairiiereo* the
staff had a responsibility to he?.p in ths professional dovelopment of
the staff, so the younger members of the staff had a responsibility to
givo of their own time and thought and interest. Consequently, the
Journal club was set up on non-library time, the discussion group on
library time, and the special events divided between the'two.

The Journal club meets once a month from 5-6 p.m0, in the main
reading room, where two to four members report on interesting articles
in certain library and medical Journals and general discussion takes place.
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Coffee and cake help the blood sugar and, It IB hoped, the informality
of the meeting.

Staff Di8euB8lon Group. A staff discussion group has t'-o mein
purposes: to proyide specific information and to help morale, The in-
formation foes both vaye: from the administrative staff to the other
members of the group ("There will be a fire drill next week." "The
Library has purchased t"0 copies of ." "Reference tools formerly
on the vest veil vdll.be reshelved .on toe east viall.1') and.from the
group to the administrative staff ("The shelving of reference books on
the west wall is inconvenient." "There are hot enough copies of—. ."
"The way bibliographies are prepared is too uncertain." "The library's
policies on rotation of duties could be Improved.") The morale value
of such discussions is self-evident.

In order to give emphasis to both aspects of the situation, vary-
ing kinds of meetings have been arranged on alternate months. One is
a discussion of questions asked in the Reference Division, nev or
especially useful reference tools, new gadgets, and the like. The
other consists of a discussion of a particular topic (bibliogranhic
style manuals, or library personnel problems, or library exhibits),
usually vith an-outside authority invited to "spark" the discussion.

'•lille it is, perhaps, too early to be certain of the success of
these endeavors, good attendance and lively debate indicate at least an
interest in the meetings. Whether more tangible results can be measured
remains to be seen*

OTHER.PROJECTS

Medical Library Association fleeting. The Medical library Associ-
ation met in 'ashington for a vieel:in June 195̂  and most of the libr-
ary's staff i-<ae involved in one way or another with the preparation and
execution of plans for the 400 visitbrs. In the Reference Division,
Miss Chambers read a paper on lay use of medical libraries; Mr. TTronlck
assisted with registration, Mr. Austin and Miss Grlnnell attended
committee meetings, MSB Brodman VPS Chairman of the Committee on Con-
vention Facilities, and many members of the Division assisted in the
reception and tee (complete with guided tours) given by the library.
In addition, it should be noted that many visitors came prepared to do
professional "ork "hlle near the largest medical library in the "estern
hemisphere, eo that the staff of the Reference Division '-PS kept busy
answering reference questions, procuring books for readers, and arrerf-
ing for interllbrary loans,

Scope and Coverage, "orl: continues on screening of materiel in
Escenaba for scope and coverage before reoetalo*ing, a feet which, no
doubt will be reported each year for a number of years to come. Except
for a few subjects which have been by-passed temporarily and one <"hich
was screened in advance of its normal order, all books were examined in
alphabetical subject order, and by the end of the year the project had
gone through the letter £, While this is a dirty, time-consuming,
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physically tiring Job done in a building '-hich is drpfty in the "inter,
hot in the summer, and always inconvenient to get to, it is a fascinating
study of medical literature, medical publishing practices, pnd tlie
history of the Librpry of The Surgeon General's Office in the late 19th
end eprly 20th century. The books ere mainly those selected by Billings,
Fletcher, FcCev and their steffs; they show vrhet "as "medicine" at that
date, and, by the letters pasted in many of the volumes, give some in-
sight into the Library's former adminietrptive practices. The numbers
of duplicate copies of individual titles shov the demands for particular
works, and variations Jn the numbers of hooks published at certain
periods on certPin subjects shO" the rise pnd fall of interest in P field*
Even the classification of the >ooks Is of interest historically - the
undifferentipted "Fevers," for example; the term "Alburinuria" 'hJch in-
cludes sore of Diabetes Pnd Brif.ht's Disease, amonf other tVrve, or
"Croup," Occasionally, of course, one cones across an idee rUsm* ssed
as impractical "hen swf,ested but found useful no*- - such as surgical
anesthesia by the use of ice to the oprt to be operated u->on - but so
often quac'.-ery of the 19th century remains quackery of the 20th century,
that one must conclude that few good ideas are IpTrellod incorrectly.

Wood Palp Paper. The .AFML contains many volumes t'hlch are P scribed
to it alone in the United States or to a relatively fe<" other librrriee.
Unfortunately a number of these vorks are disintegrating physically be-
cause of the high vood pulp content of the paper on "hich they pre printed
or because repeated handling, coal dust, and dry heat have broken dovn
the edges of the works. In order to preserve them before they disappear
entirely, the library has been considering for some years the filming
of these items. In preppration for this project, the Reference Division
has scanned portions of the collection and compiled liste of items needing
to be filmed, end vhen the vorl: is sterted in 1955 it should be relatively
simple to choose the material. Mich work vill still hpve to be done, of
course, on the actual methodology pnd record keening Involved In such a
move, but by advance planning it is hoped to get the project under vey
smoothly and comparatively inexpensively.

Photoduplication Section, On 19 July I95̂ i> after almost 5 years
in the Reference Division, the Photodupiicati.on Section Veceme part of
the .Administrative JJivislon, a plpce it occupied v^en first set up as
a library.unit in 19̂ 3. From 19̂ 3 to 195̂  the service f rev from 2,000
orders P month preprred by 8 people to 8,500 orders a month prepared by
15 people,,

STATISTICS

On the "hole the Armod Forces Medical 7J.brary ves orcen the same
number of hours in 195̂  PS in 1953! about the seme number of requests for
aid "ere mpde by the same number of individuals and institutions, pnd
vere ta'ren care of by approximately the same number of stpff members.
An nttempt vres made in the summer and fall to examine the uee of the
Library asvinf "ho uses it, when, for vliat puroose, and vliat was fiven
them; but the results 'ere inconclusive. Perhaps after several years'
statistics are available more definite results will be forthcoming,
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CHAPTER V

HISTCRY OF MEDICINE

The story of the History of Medicine Division for 1954 has been one
of changes in personnel, of modJ.fications in work schedules, and of pe-
riods of waiting for new procedures to take effect or for supplies to
arrive, followed by periods of intense activity. The ultimate aims and
purposes of the Division have suffered no strictures, nor undergone any
drastic changes. On the contrary, the necessity for rethinking what may
be desirable In terms of what is possible has the virtue of clarifying
and restating basic philosophies in more applicable terms. But the daily
implementation of the Division's program has been subjected to a series
of events that have kept the staff struggling to maintain the status quo.

Personnel Changes. The year began with one staff position unoccu-
pied, and closed in the same manner. Four persons left the Division's
employment, and five joined it. One position saw three Incumbents with-
in ten months. The Catalog Section with a normal quota of four catalo-
gers experienced a 75 percent turnover, and for one third of the year
had two members only. In addition, during the entire year the Head of
the Reference Section was absent on leave without pay.

In August Dr. William Jerome Wilson, Chief of the Division eince
1947, reached the mandatory age for retirement, and was succeeded by the
then Head of the Catalog Section. Dr. Wilson brought to the Library a
wealth of learning, a rich experience and an honored place in the world
of scholarship, and far-reaching plans to build in this Library the most
comprehensive medicohistorloal collection in existence. Dr. Wilson de-
fined the scope of this goal, and formulated acquisition policies to
translate it into action; he was responsible for Initiating the present
program of descriptive cataloging; ho -began the .security microfilming
of 15th-17th oontury editions. In brief, his contributions to the Li-
brary were manifold, and his wise and scholarly Influence will remain.

Work Schedules. The Chief of the Division carried a double load
throughout the year, having assumed the duties of acquisition â l rofer-
enoe work in addition to his own. Reference questions r.nrlvoo. au USIM!,
and were answered as promptly as poorJ.b̂ ; other work was not so fortu-
nate. Thg Cc.talog Section also underwent a period of adjustment as it
changed supervisors, felt the loss of man-hours, and incorporated its
cards for the first time into the Armed Forces Medical Library Catalog.

ACQUISITION

Responsibility. Acquisition work in 1954 was supervised by the
Chief of the Division, although some of the actual details were shifted
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to the Catalog Section, as noted below, or, at one time in the spring,
to the Acquisition Division in Washington.

Reference Collection. Activities centered around two major pro-
jects, the first being that of strengthening the Division's reference
collection. Since this Division is evidently going to have to live at
a distance from the main Library for a number of years more, it seemed
an economy of time and money to make its reference collection as nearly
self-sufficient as possible. A list of about 250 titles, compiled by
the Catalog Section, was turned over to the Acquisition Division which
undertook the difficult task of locating copies for purchase. Many of
these titles are now out of print, and may be impossible to find, in
which case microfilm copies are a possibility. To date, 73 items from
the list have been acquired*

rAtea Want List. Several years ago there was launched in
this Division by Dr. Wilson an ambitious program to secure all known
editions of medical works printed in the 16th century. Attainment of
this ideal has proved to be a long and slow process, since one must not
only locate the desired copies for purchase or for photographic reproduc-
tion, but must also first ascertain what editions were actually printed,
and are therefore to be sought. Furthermore, the works already in hand
must be sufficiently well described so that it may be clearly known what
one has. Progress has been made toward all three goals, but since the
printed medical output of the 16th century has been estimated to include
between 8,500 and 14,000 separate editions, of which the library already
holds about 4,200, the end of the road 10 still a long way off.

It was therefore decided to see what success might be had In se-
curing complete coverage for all editions of the works of a single
author that were printed within the date limitations of the HMD collec-
tion. The choice fell on Hippocrates for two reasons: (l) it could
be assumed, because of the Importance of the author, that a large num-
ber of editions existed, and (2) the Library already owned about 4.00
of these which had been cataloged, from the bibliography in the stand-
ard edition of Hippocrates by Llttre, from various library catalogs and
other reference works, and from photocopies of the Hippocrates entries
in the Union Catalog at the Library of Congress, a Hippocrates want
list citing 353 editions not In this Library was prepared.

Copies of this list were sent to approximately 270 antiquarian book
dealers in this country and abroad. Quotations began arriving immedi-
ately, and although they have now tapered off, new offers ocnw in ax-
most every week. At the end of the year 43 editions had been received
or were on order, and five more were being considered.

CATALOGING

The Catalog Section underwent more changes in personnel and work
program than any other part of the Division. Members of the Section were
also temporarily diverted from cataloging to give bibliographical assist-
ance in acquisition work.
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Confferenoe on Cataloging* On 18 February 1954 the Chief of the
Division and the Head of the Catalog Section were called to Washington
to attend a conference on the publication of tho Division's cataloging
records. At that time it was decided,to incorporate in the forthcoming
quinquennial edition of the Armed Forces Medical Library fiatalgg as
many as possible••of the HMD cards .produced to date, and thereafter to
include HMD cataloging in the annual volumes of the AFML^Catalog.

Restyling of HMD Cards. This decision had serious Implications for
present work. In 1950 when cataloging began at HMD it was not con-
sidered expedient bo publish HMD cards in the r.axne fashion as thoue
produced by the Catalog Division at AFML, and no effort had been made
to secure uniformity between the two series, either in format or in
type face. Now, in order to interfile the cards, it became necessary to
change the HMD format, and to retype about 2,500 cards on an IBM elec-
tric typewriter having executive type* This retyping the Catalog Divi-
sion in Washington agreed to do. Meanwhile production of multilith mats
ceased at HMD until the end of September when, after HMD had 'received an
IBM machine for its own use, it was able to begin work on the backlog of
typing. This was accomplished in good order, but cards known to need
revision and therefore laid aside bould not all be reviewed in time to
appear in the quinquennial edition, and will have to await appearance
until next year's volume.

Cooperation with Catalog Division. Cooperation with AFML in the
printed Catalog work involved learning the Catalog Division's routines,
and revising HMD routines accordingly. The Head and one of the staff
of the Catalog Section were in Washington during the summer for instruc-
tion.

MICROFILMING

Security Microfilming. The decision taken in 1953 to limit secu-
rity microfilming for 16th and 17th century imprints to those volumes
passing through the Binding Section could finally be rescinded, and
filming extended to all cataloged books from those centuries that were
capable of receiving it; Substantial inroads were made on tho backlog
of filming in this area.

Acquisition Microfilajjng. This program, at present confined to
16th century books borrowed from the New York Academy of Mcdioino, wts
temporarily halted after July, due to vacancies in the Catalog Soct.'-on
which must catalog these books before they er-3 micro:', ilitod.

Organ;! antional Change. An economy in management was effected by
consolidating in one position all operations connected with the filming
activity, thus allowing one person to make the targets, do the splicing,
check the film, and do the filming.



BINDING

The Binding Section continued its usual competent production of
handsome bindings and skilful restorations. In addition, the bindings
in the incunabula and manuscript collections were cleaned, and potas-
sium laotate applied to the leather covers. This process conditions
the leather for its lifetime by restoring certain salts removed during
the tanning process. All leather bindings in the 16th century and
Americana collections have already received this treatment, and work
is progressing on the 17th century.

Few books were sent for commercial binding, since the 13th cen-
tury, which supplies the bulk of this material, received little atten-
tion from the oatalogers.

RECORDS CONTROL

After much preliminary work a Records Control Schedule for the
Division was submitted In October for approval by the Commanding Gen-
eral, Headquarters Second Army, Fort George G Maade, Maryland. Miss
Mae Surbz, the Division secretary, was appointed Records Management
Officer, and began the long task of arranging, and weeding or retiring
the various files and records, which extend in some instances over the
whole period of the Division's history.

AMERICANA

For a long time it has been known that Americana editions layhid-
den In the 1301-1850 collection temporarily located in the History of
Medicine Division. The HMD clerk-typist was detailed in March to re-
move all Americana from the 1801-1350 collection. Americana found
totalled 422.

DISPOSITION OF MATERIAL

In September a beginning was made on the task of disposing of cer-
tain documents and miscellaneous publications temporarily deposited In
Cleveland and surveyed for scops last year. Some were transferred to
other government agencies or boxed for shipment back to the Armed For-
ces MBdioal Library, others are being offered to local Cleveland li-
braries, and still others will be salvaged as waste paper.

Furira; PLANS

The year closed on an extremely hopeful note. The Head, Reference
Section, will return in January to resume her duties. With the acces-
sion of the fourth member of the Catalog Section In February of 1955,
the Division will have a group of oatalogers second to none in any spe-
cial library in this country. For the first time in 13 months the
staff will again be at full strength. Routines painfully acquired for
work with the Armed Forces Medical Library Catalog will have become
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habitual. Last, but not least, the impending move of material back to
AFML as more room becomes available in the main Library building will
relieve the Division of the custody of cartain materials not actually
ptrt of its collection, but entrusted to its care because of the want
of any more suitable place to keep them.

(gp.tnlogins Rules. The HMD rules for cataloging rare books, first
drawn up in 1950, have now been tried and tested for four years. Es-
sentially they remain the same, althouch time and use have suggested
various modifications. It is planned that those portions of the rules
which have not already been incorporated into manual procedures will
be completely revised and rewritten in 1955•

Description of Special Collections. All main entries for Hippo-
crates were withheld from the quinquennial edition of the Cajbalog. It
is hoped that this cataloging will soon be finished and the Hippocrates
cards reviewed, so that all these entries may appear together in the
1955 Catalog. It is also hoped that records may be made for the Orien-
tal manuscripts recently transferred to the Division.

Want Lists. The experiment with the Hippocrates want list is suf-
ficiently encouraging to suggest that similar lists could be prepared
for selected authors or subjects, using the already existing 16th cen-
tury want list as a starting point. It seems likely that time spent
in compiling such lists would be compensated for by the saving in time
expended in searching dealers' catalogs for miscellaneous items.



CHAPTER VI

CURRENT LIST DIVISION

In our report for last year, we noted that "1953 was unusual for
the Cv^rnnt List for it marked ths first, year in it3 history that there
was no major change in its general procedures". This past year served
to indicate that the passage of a year in this Division without change
was something more than merely unusual but rather, in all probability,
unique. Though such activity is wholly commendable and proper for a
dynamic publication such as the Current List, we must'admit that wo had
hoped for a longer period of immutability than we are apparently to ba
granted. Apart from the traumatic experience of the Bureau of -th'e Bud-
get suspension, the brunt of which was absorbed at the supervisory and
administrative levels, 1954 generally could be summed up as a period of
continued internal maturation and further external acceptance.

Name Change. Effective at the close of business 31 December 1954
the Current List Division was redesignated the Index Division. Simul-
taneously the Index-Catalogue Division was abolished with a transfer
of personnel to the newly created Index Division. The Division per-
sonnel ceiling was at.the same time raised to 42 positions.

AUTHORIZATION

Of prime importance in 1954 was the authorization by the Bureau of
the Budget, after almost a year of indecision, for the continued publi-
cation of tho Ciirrpnt List otf Medical Literatyve. On 4 January 1954 we
were informed that the publication suspension had been temporarily
lifted until 1 October 1954« Several limiting conditions were attached
to this interim authorization including annual ma;damns of 4100 pages,
a $19,500 expenditure for printing, and a liir.it of 1000 copies for dis-
tribution by Armed Forces Medical Library. Immediate measures had to
be instituted to effect economies essential for our survival. The manu-
script of the January issue, which had already been completed, was re-
leased to the printer and the 080 page December ciunulation was w.lt.Svdrvvn
by the physical retrieval' o.f the first 200 pages nf, rvnufifvipt. v\,hich watt
already at the printer. Format charges, di.tcujaea in greater detail
later, were i.iimcdi&tely initiated and the February issue, half of which
had already been mounted, was stripped and reassembled in the new style
in a feverish attempt to reduce the number of pages utilized*

For tho next six months the Current List continued in a state of
suspended animation until 16 August when' w« were informed that tha
Bureau of the Budget had issued a regular three year authorization
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effective until 31 August 1957. Of vital importance was the raising of
the monetary limitation to $28,000 which could more realistically cover
the cost of printing the allowed 4100 pages.

At the very end of the year we learned that a new printing contract
for the Current List was in process in order to have the entire photo-
offset Job completed in Washington. We are pleased with this develop-
ment for which, incidentally, we have been agitating since 1950. If the
new contract reflects an increased printing cost—a situation over which
we exorcise no control whatever—grave difficulties will have been cre-
ated in our ability to meet the terms of the limiting authorization.

PUBLICATION

An all-time high was attained this year in the number of items ap-
pearing in the Current List, The total of 109,331 items (corrected count)
not only exceeds the number for any previous calendar year but also sur-
passes the printed output for any other annual period, fiscal or calen-
dar. It is interesting to note the difference in the number of pages
utilized for the publication of this mass of material. 5445 pages were
required in 1953 as compared with 4231 pages in 1954 for 4424 more items.
This result is entirely attributable to format changes instituted as a
means of adhering to the restrictions placed on the Current List, By
utilizing a somewhat larger photographic reduction, the Subject Index
and Register portions of the February 1954 issue were quickly converted
from a three column to a four column format. Page dimensions were ad-
Justed to the altered reduction and equipment made obsolete by these
changes redesigned and fabricated. The net result of this change was
the ability to produce an average 10,000 item monthly issue of the Cur-
rent List in about 250 pages as compared to approximately 350 pages in
the three column layout. This vital economy, however, also resulted in
a regrettable decrease in legibility to a critical level.

Renewed efforts were made in 1954 to decrease the time required for
the preparation of the cumulation issues. The June 1954 cumulation was
shipped in record time, actually being received in the Library in July.
Since the first cumulation of the Current List appeared in 1951, these
issues have been utilized as guides in the subject heading and indexing
operations. Useful though these were, much was left to be deoired, and
with the editing of the December Cumulated Subject Index a corcjrtad
plan was put into operation, allowing the utaff additional time for this
purpose, to produce a genuinely authoritative tool. Not only did the
December cumulation go to press in good form but, in addition, as a by-
product of this project, we have accumulated data which will be of great
value in future revisions of the Subject Heading Authority List and the
other authority files of the Division.
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DISTRIBUTION

Each year since 1950, /when the new Current Liat was inaugurated,
we have been able to report,a rise in the total number of paid! sub-
scriptions. This gratifying trend is still continuing, despite an-
other increase in the subscription rate (from $12.00 to $13.50 for
domestic; from $15.50 to $17.00 for foreign) at the beginning of the
year. This situation is especially satisfying inasmuch as the Superin-
tendent of Documents subscriptions have always been regarded by us as
one of the most valid indexes available to the universal acceptance and
value of the Current List.

The sharp drop in free ap exchange subscriptions is,, on the other
hand, simply a result of the.Library's .arbitrary pruning of the mailing
list to a martiMn of 1$00> 300 less than the Bureau of the Budget limit,
in order to remain within dollar limitations.

In preparation for the .annual convention of the Medical Library
Association in Washington this Division prepared a permanent exhibit
illustrating, by means of several large maps, the world-wide national
and Department of Defense distribution of the Current List. (A fourth
map was also prepared showing the sources of the journals indexed.)
This material now forms a part of a permanent division exhibit and is
periodically brought up-to-date.

LIST.OF JOURNALS INDEXED

The separately published List of Journals Indexed in the Current
List of Medical Literature and twelve monthly supplements appeared in
1954. Though the total number of changes for the year remained about
the same as last year a significant rise in the total number of titles
indexed will be noted. At the close of the year 1,542titles were being
indexed. This is a result of (1) an increase in the yield of articles
per journal issue and (2) the improvement in the Acquisition Division's
procurement and routing of the Current List journals.

Essential to the optimum execution of our mission is the inclusion
on the List of Journals Indexed of those .titles which, from,many—often
contradictory—points of view, are the most desirable ones for Ourrer^
List indexing. A continuing phase of our operation is., them.?eve, tho
analysis and appraisal of biomedical xwiO'.l?.ols and lists thereof, da-
rived fror. various sourr-os* The two major surveys, in this area conducted
in 1954 were in connection with (l) the Welch Medical Library Indexing
Project report on the Current List of Medical Literature, coverage :of
military and aviation medicine and 72) the List of. Journals Indexed
appearing in Volume 52 of Quarterly Cumulative Jmex Medicue (QCIM).
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CURRENCY

The punctual appearance <of the Current Mat in.the.'same 'morith as
the actual 'date::';6fJiŝ uV î  of currency but another4 more
significant1'd-it;e;ti.co"iB'..;th?'recency of the.material published In each
issue. The foiiiiÂ 'don̂ t'ion is ho longer a problem; since the very-
end of 1953;Vith 'the. exception of delays in publication due to the'
Bureau of the.,Budget suspension, every regular issue of the -Currant
List has met this first requirement of currency*

At the beginning of this year, for the first time a sy$$ejflatic
effort was made to determine how well we are meeting the second require-
ment. Starting with the January.1954; issue- pf the Current List ahd;sub-
sequently yrlth the1 ip̂ her issues!, for the semi-annual volume,'the items
appearing in the Register were.,counted .and tabulated,on the basis"of
the date of issue actually appearing on the periodical indexed. This
data was further broken down into three categories: United States ma-
terial, other English language journals and, finally, foreign language
items. Given ;in;tRe following table is the essence of the currency
situation .for Volume 25 of the Current List:

Total
U. S. English Foreign
only Language Language Total

Recency ofgreatest 4 months 4 months 7 months 4 months
percentage of material (37*) (32*) (17$) (16*)
for a single date of
issue

Total percentage of
material bearing an
issue date within 6 93* fl4.* 33* 56*
months of .issue of
Current List in which
it is printed

This technique Will be extended next .year to include all.i
issues of both'Volumes, fpr' 1955« A comparison with the 1954 figttren
will be an interesting means of determining; our relative ourrency for
the two year period..

PERSONNEL

This year our over*33~sittiaftion permitted:the undertaking 'of con-
siderable activttiy>î -:'î ;:»̂ ai:ibf; Ĵ*poî i\ina«aje»ent with a marked
degree of success*
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The outstanding single Achievement was the inauguration of a
broad personnel program designed to improve existing levels of morale,
efficiency and supervision. This project, begun in July, continued
through to completion at the end of the year, after surviving frequent
interruptions necessitated by publication schedule exigencies, The
program consisted essentially of two major phases:- (1; a Division-
wide survey and program for the purpose first, of ascertaining the
areas requiring attention and, subsequently, the determination and
initiation of the corrective therapy; (2) a direct supervisory train-
ing program. A clearly perceptable improvement has already manifested
itself, the credit for which we have no hesitation in ascribing largely
to this program*

The simultaneous separation of tw§ subject headers in mid-year
inspired a new approach to the knotty problem of training recruits for
this assignment. A formal training program was drawn up based on a
broader professional orientation and a gradual, cumulative indoctri-
nation pertaining to each major element of indexing and subject head-
ing. More time and attention has been devoted to the training of these
staff members than previously; this experience has placed us in a posi-
tion of better preparedness for the training of future subject headers
when the need arises.

After the successful classification survey of 1953, virtually no
organizational changes resulted from the survey of the past year.

The sanguine picture painted in last year's report in regard to
personnel turnover continued to show improvement to a point of virtually
complete elimination. One gets a better idea of how bad this situation
must have been in this Division in 1952 when, after much Improvement
in 1953, eorne 19 arrivals and departures were recorded to be followed
last year by the sensationally low number of three arrivals and de-
partures. We know of few factors more deadly in their effect on the
mission of any division than a high rate of turnover.

Last, though by no means least, is the pleasure of reporting
that for the second consecutive year a member of the Current List
Division has received a Superior Accomplishment Award (Mrs. Lillian
Washington).

PORTRAITS

1414 portrait cards were delivered to the Art Section, Catalog
Division, during 1954*

EAST EUROPEAN PROJECT

In May, following several conferences with members of the staff
of the Library of Congress, the Current List's service of several years'
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duration to the Monthly List of Russian Accessions which consisted of
the furnishing,, of copies .of -the 'typist's information slips for..all Rus-
sian items ŵ s. extended to provide this same service.for all .Bast
European 'material to the East European Accessions List.. In addition
to this geographic extension the actual information supplied,-was aug-
mented by additional bibliographical data. 'For this dual activity, to
which the title East European Project has been given.,in .this Division,
from May to December 5340 articles in 523 journals had been supplied;
2358 articles in 174 journals to the-Monthly Liob of Russian Acces-
sions and 3302 articles in 349 Journals to the East̂ European Acces-
sions List«

SUBJECT HEADING AUTHORITY LIST

After several years of effort, trial and revision dating back to
1951, the Subject Heading Authority List was finally published in May
of this year.

Between 3 May, the date of its appearance, and 31 December,.301
copies of the List had been sold by the Superintendent of Documents.
Though this falls far short of the 5000 copies run off by Government
Printing Office, our own estimate of a 1000 copy sale will probably
be attained in 1955.

Following the appearance of the List, a press release was pre-
pared and sent to over 100 of the leading library and bibliographic
Journals throughout the world; in additiont about 15 copies were pro-
vided for review purposes. The results are now beginning to appear and
a followJup letter will be- sent out early in 1955 to ascertain the
extent of the publicity afforded the Subject Heading Authority List.
Planning is already under way for the issuance of supplements to the
original List.



CHAPTER VII

INDEX-CATALOGUE

The former Editor of the Index-Catalogue. Br, Claud3.ua F. Mayer,
was separated from tha Library on 10 September 19.%• From this dato
until the end of the yoar the Director served as Acting Ch.l&f of tha
Index-Catalogue Division. At the close of business on 31 Decomber 1954
the Index-Catalogue Division was abolished, and its personnel trans-
ferred to the newly'created Index Division, as a section thereof.

Publication Status of llth Volume. Fourth gerj.eja. Review of the
situation around the middle of September showed that move copy hod been
sent to the printer than could be accommodated in a single volums. With
some reluctance, the hard decision was mado to cut off the last volume
at,MM, and to leave the rest of the material unpublished; to this end
cards for about 7,000 entries were retrieved from the printer. Despite
this reduction, the volume when it appears is likely to be the largest
volume ever issued. With the publication of volume 11 of the fourth
series, the 58 volumes of the Inde.r-Catalogue will comprise a permanent
record of approximately 2-J- million of the 5 million items recordeddur-
ing the last eighty years.

As of the middle of September, the status of volume 11 was as fol-
lows:

a. In the Library:
235 pages of page proof
857 galleys in unrevised galley proof

bj At the printer:
431022 cards awaiting typesetting.

As of the end of December, the status of volume 11 was as follows:

a. In the Library:
285 pages of page proof
750 galleys in unrevised galley proof

3. At tho printer:
507 galleys in revised galley proof
12,716 cards awaiting typesetting.

Status of other work. Statistics included in Appendix VIII are for
the period ending 30 June 1954. In the six month period ending 31 Decem-
ber, the following work was performed:
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Books oataloged 2,769
Articles classified 5,.328
Cards sent to printer 26,4-09

Statuo of baek̂ Qgo on 31 Deceahsr 1954.

a. There are still 4,600 monographic titles awaiting catalog-
Ing.

b. No .serial issues for indexing remain. Indexing activities
were brought to a olose on 3& Juna, and the azn*].! fragments of old Jour^
nalo remaining at that tine were returned to tho stacks.

o. About 350,000 cards remain unheaded, as a residue of the
indexing activity. In an attempt to salvage some usefulness from this
material, the cards will be filed chronologically and by Journal,title.

Supplementary series. Plans for the supplementary series are be-
ing reviewed, with special study being given to format shakos, scops
problems, subject arrangement, and printing methods.

Psrsonnejl. As the year began, the number of personnel in the divi-
sion was eleven; as the year ended, the number of personnel on duty was
seven.
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CHAPTER VIII

ADMINISTRATION

General. The Administrative Division, reorganized at midyear, ab-
sorbed the Fhotoduplication Service, formerly a section"of the Reference
Division. Thid reorganization,,together with a job reclassification
survey,and a .mass exit pf a,.large portion of the Division's key person-
nel, ha> had the effect, of the:proverbial"new broom11. >Iany former
problems .in supply, records management, and personnel1 appear to-'have
been .solved. Several management Improvement programs were initiated as
a result of'Army directives, including new management controls and re-
ports.. Two Important Organization and Method studies were initiated,
and it is expected that these will result in substantial man-hour savings.

Reorganization. During a three-month's period in 1954 the Division
lost it's Chief; the Chief's secretary; Head, Office Service Section;
Head, Mail .and Records Section, and by reassignment to the Chief's Of-
fice, the Head.,; .Fhotoduplication .Section. It is gratifying to report
that all vacancies were quickly filled and the Division was oh a "busi-
ness-as-usualn basis in a short time.

The. organizational shift of Fhotoduplication to the Administrative
Division was the last in a series' of steps for bringing the major ser-
vice activities together under one head. Several management programs,
some already in operation, such, as records, forms, and reports, to-
gether with the proposed appointment of a Publications and Printing Of-
ficer, 'are evidence of a. continuing trend toward consolidating like
functions in one place,

MANAGEMENT

Management Improvement. For years each Auditor and Inspector-
General has made recommendations for1 tightening the controls of our
photoduplication account. As a result, the cost of maintaining the ac-
count was gradually increasing... Now a simple machine accounting system
has been prepared for installation early in i<?55. Using a cash roglrvter
as an accounting machine, it seems apparent that tha system will elimi-
nate the need for manual bookkeeping and -lh« inuinxonance of all ledgers.
Auditors and InspeetqiV̂ Genera;! will only spend minutes as compared to
present hours in examining th'e account/ and the Library will save at
least one man-year by this new method.

Under the direction of The Office of;The'Director ah Organization
and Method study was made of the Library's book purchasing procedure,
including the functions performed by the Order Section o£ the-Acquisition
Division and the Fiscal Section of'the Administrative Division. The
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proposals and recommendations were submitted late in December and have
not as yet been fully evaluated.

Records Management Ecagrjjn, With the appointment of a new Records
Management Officer, a concerted effort was made to provide the Library
with an efficiently operating recordn management program. The previous
year had provided such basic tools as an approved records control sched-
ule and an approved file classification plan, but these were found to
leave much to be desired in Implementing the progreun.

Beginning with the central file ns a focal point noeding corrective
action; a study of the operating methods a~nd techniques employed in this
unit was made. This revealed that results desired were not being pro-
vided. Among: the discrepancies noted were* (l) too many subject head-
Ings in classifying the.material to be.filed. (2) records maintained on
an accumulative basis rather than 'by applying a systematic cut-off pro-
cedure and (3) no procedure established for the disposition and transfer
of record material from the current file area to the reco.rds holding
areas- Corrective .notion was taken, resulting in a navi:i£ in.-cimo amount*
ing to 50S6 in searching for tho material roquosted, a reduction of /'J6
linear-feet of record file manorial maintained in the current file area,
and a greatly improved method 6f retiring the record material.

Improvement,was alsb made 'in the records holding area. An inspec-
tion of this area showed the 'need for establishing and maintaining a
locator file. This was provided and it now serves as a guide for iden-
tifying material according to originating office. All record material
was removed-from'transfei'̂ cases.Tto corrugated 'fiberboard 'boxes; thereby
facilitating bettor reference -and releasing the transfer cases for uti-
lization elsewhere»

A final decision was'also. reached about the records maintained In
the History of Medicine Division in Cleveland. It-was Sodded that un-
til the History of Medicine Division was returned to Washington, the
records program of the Division was to be administered under the di-
rection and supervision of Headquarters, 2nd Army, instead of the
Military District of Washington. The records control schedule for the
History of -Medicine Division, KS prepared with the..assistance cf the
Records Officer of this office, was approved by Headquarters, 2nd Any*
17 December 1954.

SPTJBfl Ccn-frrol FfcojgLam., .During 'parts of the past year thwjrormn con-
trol program was practically non-exlwtent, A FCJTJIS Ciovrtrsl Of .flotT v/a»
appointed in August and much huo be«: accexaplislwd sin«o then; the forms
register was given immediate attention and all obsolete copies were re-
moved, AFML numbers were assigned to each -form in current use, and three
sets of every form were obtained from each- initiating office.

Several discussions were also held with the .operating offices to in-
form them howto request new or revised forms. These discussions resulted
in the elimination of many unnecessary forms, and brought home the need
to keep the creation of new forma to a minimum*
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During December the initial quarterly Forme Management Progress Re-
port as required by paragraph 15, AR 310-40, was completed and forwarded
to the Adjutant General's Office,

Rsnoafts Control jfcfiKEam.. Thio progrem is in its formative stage*
In the very late months of the past year a Reports Control Officer was
appointed to study the situation and to set up some control of internal
reports in current use* This has been partially accomplished, though
much still remains to be done. A numerical file was set up in which all
reports were assigned a reports control symbol and maintained ln-« cur-
rent file for inspection ty Tho Offine of The Surgeon Guneral at any
tlme0

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

fersonnol. Personnel administration has been largely a problem in
transition. Army Circular DA 86, dated 23 September 1953, stated thftt
installations with less than 300 employees would be sR.ta!.litsd upon the
next higher echelon of command for personnel administration,, A gradual
transfer of personnel functions aud responsibilities froin tho iJLbror.r
staff to The Civilian Bersonwal Branch, OfJf1.ce of The Surgeon General,
was completed this year. Tho release of these rasponeibllitioe to an-
other office was not easy to accept, but with both offices cooperating
towards one common goal, that of good personnel administration, the
transition was made less difficult.

An unusually large number of vacancies stood on the books for con-
siderable periods of time during the year. Much of this was caused oy
the Library's unusual requireaieiits for specifio jobs in cataloging, ref-
erence, and subject heading work« Although the situation at the close
of the year was greatly improved it is to be expected that, by the na-
ture of the Library7 s needs, this condition probably will continue more
or less chronic for some time.

In April, 1954, the Defense Supply Service assumed respon-
sibility fi-~ the p-'ocursnonl. and icewtiina of quurtennester-typrj si:ppJ.ies
and equipment for the Library, an ariMrgemsnt wh.'.ch has proved extremely
satisfactory and beneficial. Formerly itemo of supply peculiar to our
neods required long and detailed Justification, for, as in nisĵ y other ad
ministrative aspects, the Library's supply needs did not fit ante logis-
tic planning for an Army Field installation. In addition, fo:r adzrlui-
(•tr&tive convenience, our requerrlia ware fi-'st processed by ^he Ar*.i«.3
Forces Institute of Pathology. This yxire'rc-.t^^lTifce rsiVa-io'.ui.hlp --MO
diSBolved simultaneously with t'ie cor'jLipLio/.i of roaponsibility by tlia
Defenae

The receipt of both supplies ani equipment is now much fauter than
vras formerly the caao. Since b̂ j.ng placed under this now supply systam,
the Library has been making an orderly replacement of old, worn out of-
fice furniture.
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RhotoduplieatidB. The mimeographing Activity was transferred from
the Office Service Section, and fhotoduplication waa renamed the Dupli-
cating Section.

The.doubling and redoubling of requests for photoduplication service,
noted since 1947, has reached a leveling-off point; in fact, the number
of orders received during 1954 was 9£ less than 1953* Minor functional
changes in design were made to the photoduplication request, Form 48, the
AFML redeemable coupons, Forma 144 and 145, and the photoduplication in-
formation circular, in order to save time in handling and to conform with
the new machine accounting system.

The Enlarger-Easel-Reader, renamed Printer RE-1, reported on last
year has been producing a constant average of 60 orders per day. The
plan for 1955 is to increase its output continually by preparing a
larger "Film File" of current Journals.

Fiscal. Since fiscal matters deal with specific routine matters,
most of the problems which arise in this area can uaualjy be solved by
study of the pertinent Army Regulations and Army Procurement Procedures.
Occasionally, however, problems do arise which seem to defy all efforts
to resolve them in such a fashion. In one instance, which involved
vouchers covering the purchase of medical publications from a bookdealer
in an Iron Curtain country, the usual procedure miscarried; it was only
after much correspondence and a considerable period of time that payment
was effected.

THE BUILDING

The Library accomplished its pert in planning, in preparing speci-
fications, and justifying the expenditure of more than $60,000.00 for
building improvements; however, all plans were based on the move of the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology to its new quarters by 1 July 1954*
This mo-<re has not yet come about and it appears as though February 1955
may be the new moving date.

The perennial statement concerning the inadequate building mainte-
nance by the Public Buildings Service must again be included in this re-
port as a matter of record. Unfortunately, there soeras to be no solution
to this problem.
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A P P E N D I C E S

Statistics in these appendices

cover the fiscal year ending

30 June 1954 unless otherwise

noted*



ACQUISITION ACTIVITIES

SEARCHING

Prospects considered for
acquisition, not in Library

Prospects considered for
acquisition, Library has

Total

15,967

1221

15,913

1222

U,626

13^305 7,466

28,091 29,218 22,092

ORDERS

PurehaM Orders written 1,144 808 1,445

SERIAL RECORD

New titles added

Titles received on
Current Liat exchange
(as of end of fiscal year)

1,687

973

2,208

1,439

2,287

1,551

PUBLICATIONS ADDED

Book*

Serials (pieces)

Total

11,4S6

76,645

88,131

13,773

89,904

103,677

12,849

81,381

94,230



1224 1222 1952
DUPLICATE EXCHANGE

Shipmate mdt

PlM«a •hipp.d

rw«it»d

949

261

179,204

107,635

1,214

408

173,739

196,780

765

383

114,779

170,504

EXPENDITtRES FOR BOOKS tad SERIALS

Strlala $ 32,410.33 $ 25,626.33 $ 21>289.331

Beote 33,974.29 22,848.41 33,199.47I

$ 66,384.62 $ 48,474*74 $ 54,488.80

Books, nr» 9,843.13 14,940.03 6,456.03

Books for tetnohM ud otto agraelM 4,238.42 2,726.65 (2)

Mloroflla «ad Hiatorioal PriaU (2) (2) 1,781.77

TeUl $ 80,466.17 $ 66,141*42 $ 62,726.60

(l) IheludMOTptivlituPMfor fenaohM and othtr og«acias
Not avmllabl*
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CATALOGING STATISTICS

1951 1952
PRELIMINARY CATALOGING

New titles 15,127 16,648 10,592
Reoatalog'x! titles 9,979 10,521 12.180

Total 25,106 27,169 22,772

COMPLETED CATALOGING

Now titles 15,400 .U,Q44 9,320
Reeataicgod titles _2/£2& PJ?$. 11,653

Total 24,674 £•».&!/) 20,973

Copies and volumes reelassified and/or
trmM.Jn.wod 530 995 2,209

Catalog cards made, revised and
distritoi;.«d 290,192 3?1,7')3 288,981

Catalog cards fUed 177,138 136, 7-xL 173,7.12

Volumes shelflisted 31,407 32,650 27,341

Copies and volumes withdrawn 4,902 1,982 2,070

WORK IN PROCESS (Pieces

Awaiting preliminary cataloging 56 450 637
Awaiting cataloging 11,175 11.925 13,950

Sub-Total 11,231 12,375 14,587

Cataloged—awaiting revision 375 337 3,450

Total 11,606 12,712_ 18,037

(l) Estimate 75 pieces per shelf
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BINDING STATISTICS

1254

Volumes seat to
Government Printing Office 8,898 12,944 18,470

Volumes returned from Government
Printing Office, processed

Volumes bound at APML

Volumee repaired at AJWL

Volumes and pteeee lettered

Pictures mounted "•'

ART

Pioturea added

Pictures cataloged/indexed

Reference use of pioturea

19,495

3,704

4,114

43,304

228

SECTION STATISTICS

1,818

6,320

2,153

ARMED FORCES MEDICAL LIHURY CATALOG

1W Volume
Number of Entrieai Main 16,032

Added 3,226
Name x-refereneea 4,604

Total

Pageai Author
Subject

Total

23,862

458
464
922

16,073

5,111

2,624

61,738

0

2,328

7,783

2,221

(Annual)

1962 Volume
12,120
3,209
3,687

19,016

390
08
808

6,317

4,716

2,094

43,058

0

3,251

3,902

2,613

1<M1 Volume
14,52<T
3,254
3,704

21,434

421
441
862

(l) Picture Mounting transferred from HMD in 1954*



CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Readers registered

Library loan requests

Reader requests

Photoduplioation requests

Total items requested

REFERENCE

Reference questions answered

Bibliographies prepared

195Z.

6,2/3

33,706

55,317

97/416

166,339

SERVICE STATISTICS

10,993

474

1951

7,641

29,609

54,175

105,709

189,493

11,036

412

1952

9,208

32,692

55,015

88,009

175,716

11,453

226

PHOTODUPLICATION STATISTICS

Orders received

Pages filmed

Phov.o3t6.ts and Photoprints

Glossy prints

97,316

1,553,371 1,

666,503

419

105,709

73.6,678

601,621

1,065

88,009

1,593,569

1,164,231

2,435



HISTORY OP MEDICINE DIVISION

1254 1252 1952
ITEMS ADDED TO COLLECTION

Editions ia book form 350 577 589

Microfilm copits 42 47 41

Portraits 86 4 175

Total items added 978 628 805

Editions cataloged 1,044 1,318 934

Inquiries answered (including loans,
visitors, photoduplication orders) 892 867 729

Books bound at commercial bindery 151 540 613

Books bound at HMD Binding Studio 467 568 658
Total books bound 618 1,108 1,271

Pages filmed for acquisition 11,984 16,042 13,076

Pages filmed for security U0,309 234,443 188,081

Pages filmed for
Photoduplloation orders 13,743 15,076 14,884

Total 166,036 265,561 216,041
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CURRENT LIST OF MEDICAL LITERATURE

DISTRIBUTION

1224 1222

United States
Foreign

Sub-total

491
921

646
1,326

1,972

1952

403
1,517

1,925

Paid

United States
Foreign

Sub-total

1,465
622

2,087

1,316
609

1,9252

1,264
563

GPO Single Copy Sales and Stock 1704 153' 223*

Depository Libraries 256 256 255

AFML Internal Use and Stock

Grand Total 4,013

128

4,434

175

4,405

Journal;Titles Being Indexed 1,498 1,432 1,353

Items Indexed 107,897 100,816 95,878

I
(3) Actual count of nailing list, 25 August 1952
(4)

l) Annual subscriptions only; Includes 250 copies for Veterans Administration
,2) Interpolation based on mailing lists of 13 April and 19 October1953

Superintendent of Documents figures for January-May 1954issues
5) Superintendent of Documents figures for June 1953issue
6) Difference between normal GPO order (2,050) and paid subscriptions
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INDEX-CATALOGUE DIVISION

1252

Books cataloged 7,441 5,028 5,511

Articles classified 10,216 12,447 21,905

Ntw cards filed 11,166 11,518 19,001

Total cards filed 73,815 79,243 260,060

Garde sent to printer 85,028 none 6,773

BACKLOG

Journals and books awaiting
analysis or cataloging 11,584 24,492 22,137

Articles cataloged, awaiting revision 90 200 none

Cards revised, awaiting heading 340,390 317,989 276,915

Visitors to Subject File
(excluding staff members) 624 934 1,311
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PERSONNEL STATISTICS

195A 1953 1952
Personnel authorised

Civilian 222 229 240
Military  2 2 2

Total personnel authorized 224 231 242

Personnel on duty
Civilian 215 221 235
Military  2 2 1

Total personnel on duty 217 223 236

Civilian personnel on duty, by Divisions
Office  o f t h e Director  3 3 4
Acquisition Division 28 29 34
Administrative Division 20 20 21
Catalog Division 43 48 52
Current List Division 34 36 33
History of Medicine Division 11 12 13
Index-Catalogue Division 11 11 12
Reference Division 60 62 67

Total 215 221 236

Average number of persons employed 216 230 229

Personnel actions
Accessions 47 53 97
Separations 51 71 86
Accessions during year, on duty 12 42 62
Promotions 35 42 55
Reallocations to higher grade 6 13 17
Reallooations  t o lower grade  1 1 0
New positions established 3 7 10
P a y increase f o r superior accomplishment  2 1 0
Meritorious Civilian Service Awards  0 0 1
Monetary Awards  2 0 0

Absencest Annual Leave (man-hours) 28,084 33,552 34,380
Sick Leave (man-hours) 18,253 24,867 22,529
Other Leave (man-hours) 10,888 3,833 5,220

Percentage of effectiveness 87.2 84*4 85*9
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FINANCIAL STATISTICS

Allotted Funds

Rentals (Postage Mater)
Repairs sad Alterations
Indexing Contract
Subscriptions and Books
Supplies
Equipment
Transportation
Travel
Postage
Car Tokens
Edgar Bequest
Gilmore Bequest

Total

1954
Obligated

$ 159
2,346
16,465
80,776
18,326
42,193

0
3,632
7,818
205
860
Q

172,780 $

1953
Obligated

$ 120
2,977
25,000
65,076
35,336
5,032

75
4,328
2,949
175
45
0

141,133

1952
Obligated

$ 115
3,890
32,000
62,563
32,950
6,381

27
7,700
3,640
175
39
0

$ 149,485

Estimated Cost of Operation of
Armed Forces Medical library

Allotted Funds (from above)
Civilian Personnel Salaries
Military Personnel Salaries
Printing
Binding
Real Estate Rental
Supplies and Equipments

Signal Corps
Quartermaster
Med'.cal

Transportation Service
(Camevon Station)

Contract Field Binding (HMD)

ft 172,780 $ 141,113 $ 149,485
906,303

9,235
40,650
68,387
10,320

15,774
21,980

202

3,000
2,000

931,723
10,621
44,738
69,636
10,320

12,307
6,938

112

3,000
2,000

953,571
28,132
38,334

105,624
10,320

15,334
5,013

0

3,000
2,000

Estimated Total Operating Cost $ 1,250,681 $ 1,232,508 $ 1,315,818

Collections from
Photoduplioatlon Service $ 19,384 20,632 $ 20,568



AFML COLIECTIONS, 30 JUNE1954

Book Material; Monographio

Bound Volumes:

Historical Collection 31,069

General Collection 209,152 211,178

Total Bound Volumes 240,221 211,173 451,399

Bound Volume Equivalents 15,253 15,253

Theses 270,486

Pamphlets 152,193

Total Theses and Pamphlets 422,634

Total Book Material 339,341

Non-Book Material;

Microfilm (Strips and Reels) 1,831

Pictures 55,001

Total Non-Eook Material 56,882

Overall Total 946,223

XI
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